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U R CON V I C T ION has
long been that Hispanic.American
am and letters are both rich and im·
ponant. Our knowledge is that most
of this material is not being made
available in translation in this coun·
try. Our desire is to help make it
available in NMQ.
But the job is difficult. The "ma·
chinery" has not been set up, the
habit of attention to contemporary
Hispanic.American material is not
established. Even though NMQ is in
part a "natural outlet" for such material-originating as it does in the
midst of a Spanish tradition, in the
U.S.' only officially bi-lingual stateit has taken us eighteen months to
assemble the current issue. It's a good
issue, but it shouldn't have taken
that long to get together, and it is
deficient in the number of foreign
contributors.
Clearly, this is an invitation-to
writers both here and abroad. NMQ
is very much interested in Hispanic.
American material. Subject matter
is second~ry. The primary question
is one of llegar a conocernos.
~ CONTRIBUTORS
JORGE CARRERA ANDRADE, the distin·
guished Ecuadorian poet, has spent
many years in the consular service of
his country, in France, Japan, United
States, and elsewhere. A selection of

Published by UNM Digital Repository, 1954

his poetry, Secret Country, was published with English translations by
Muna Lee.
JORGE LUIS BORGES was born in Bue·
nos Aires in 1900. During the period
of the First 'World
War he studied in
.Geneva, Switzerland. Following his
studies he lived in Spain, where he
became a pan of the Ultraista movement-the avant-garde movement in
Spain roughly equivalent to the Sur·
realist in France. He returned to
Buenos Aires in 1921. At home, he
has acted the pan of a catalyst in
Argentine letters, stimulating new
talents and modes of expression,
founding the journal Proa, and translating Virginia Woolf, Kafka, Faulk.
ner, and Gide. His own writings have
been published widely on several
continentS.
TRUE BOWEN (not a pseudonym) is a
twenty-six·year-old American author·
ity on the corrida. A native of Cleveland, she lives in Mexico City, where
her column "Men and Bulls" appears
five times weekly in the Mexico City
News, Latin America's largest Eng.
lish-language newspaper. Miss Bow·
en has published one novel (And the
Stars Shall Fall), completed a second,
and is working on a third.
ARTHUR L. CAMPA, Director of the
Center of Latin·American studies at
the University of Denver, has recent·
ly returned-from Spain where he gave
a series of lectures throughout the
country under the sponsorship of the
Specialists Division of the U.S. State
Department.
cOfltinued on page 364
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Jorge Luis Borges

DEATH AND THE COMPASS
problems which exercised the daring
perspicacity of Lonnrot none was so strange-so harshly
strange, we may say-as the staggered series of bloody
acts which culminated at the countryhouse of Triste-Ie-Roy, amid
the boundless odor of the eucalypti. It is true that Erik LOnnrot
did not succeed in preventing the last crime, but it is indisputable
that he foresaw it. Nor did he, of course, guess .the identity of Yarmolinsky's unfortunate assassin, but he did divine the secret morphology of the vicious series as well as the participation of Red
Scharlach, whose alias is &harlach the Dandy. This criminal (as
so many others) had sworn on his honor to kill Lonnrot, but the
latter had never allowed himself to be intimidated. LOnnrot
thought of himself as a pure thinker, an Auguste Dupin, but
there was something of the adventurer in him, and even of the
gamester.
The first crime occurred at the Hotel du Nord-that high
prism that dominates the estuary whose waters are the colors of
the desert. To this tower" (which most manifestly unites the hateful whiteness of a' sanatoriu!D, the numbered divisibility of a
prison, and the general appearance ofa bawdy house) on the
third day of December came the delegate from Podolsk to the
Third Talmudic Congress, Doctor Marcel Yarmolinsky, a man
of grey beard and grey eyes. We shall never know whether the
Hotel du Nord pleased him: he accepted it with the ancient resignation which had allowed him to endure three years of war in the
. Carpathians and three thousand 'years of oppression' and pogroms.. He was given a sleeping room on floor R, in front of the
suite which the Tetrarch of Galilee occupied not without some
splendor. Yarmolinsky su pped, postponed until the following day
an investigation of the unknown city, arranged upon a cl)pboard

O

F

THE MAN Y

/
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his many books and his few possessions, and before midnight
turned off the light. (Thus declared the Tetrarch's chauffeur,
who slept in an adjoining room.) On the fourth, at 11 :03 a.m.,
there was a telephone call for him from the editor of the Yidische
Zeitung; Doctor Yarmolinsky did not reply; he was found in his
room, his face already a little dark, and his body, almost nude, beneath a large anachronistic cape. He was lying not far from the
door which gave onto the corridor; a deep stab wound ~d split
open his breast. In the same room, a couple of hours later, in the
midst of journalists, photographers, and police, Commissioner
Treviranus and Lonnrot were discussing the problem with
,
equanimity.
"There's no need to look for a Chimera, or a cat with three
legs," Treviranus was saying as he brandished an imperious cigar.
"We all know that the Tetrarch of Galilee is the possessor of the
finest sapphires in the world. Someone, intending to steal them,
came in here by mistake. Yarmolinsky got up; the robber had to
kill him. What do you think?"
"It's possible, but not interesting," Lonnrot answered. "You
will reply that reality hasn't the slightest nee~ to be of interest.
And I'll answer you that reality may avoid the obligatioR to be interesting, but that hypotheses may not. In the hypothesis you
have postulated, chance intervenes largely. Here lies a dead rabbi; I should prefer a purely rabbinical explanation; not the imaginary mischances of an imaginary robber."
!
Treviranus answered ill-humoredly:
"I am not intere,sted in rabbinical explications; I am interested
in the capture of the man who stabbed this unknown person."
"Not so unknown," corrected Lonnrot. "Here are his complete
wo~ks." He indicated'a line of tall volumes: A Vindication of the
Cabala; An Examination of the Philosophy of Robert Fludd; a
literal translation of the Sepher Ye1.irah; a Biography of the Baal
Shem; a History of the Sect of the Hasidim; a monograph (in
German) on the Tetragrammaton; another, on the divine noI

1
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menclature of the Pentateuch. The Commissioner gazed at.them
with suspicion, almost with revulsion. Then he fell to laughing.
''I'm only a poor Christian," he replied. "Ca;ry off all these
moth-eaten classics if you like; I haven't got time to lose in Jewish
superstitions."
,
"Maybe this crime belongs to the history of Jewish superstitions," murmured Lannrot.
"Like Christianity," the editor of the Yidische Zeitung dared
to put in. He was a mybpe, an atheist, and very timid.
Noone answered him. One of the agents had found inserted in
the small typewriter a piece of paper on which was written the
following inconclusive sentence.
The first letter of the Name has been spoken
Lannrot abstained from smiling. Suddenly become a bibliophile-or Hebraist-he directed that the dead man's books be
made into a parcel, and he carried them to his office. Indifferent
to the police investigation, he dedicated himself to studying
them. A large octavo volume revealed to him the teachings of
Israel Baal Shem Tobh, founder of the sect of the Pious; another
volume, the virtues and terrors of the Tetragrammaton, which is
the ineffable name of God; another, the thesis that God has a
secret name, in which is epitomized (as in the crystal sphere which
the Persians attribute to Alexander of Macedonia) his ninth at·
tribute, eternity-that is to say, the immediate knowledge of
everything that will exist, exists, and has existed in the universe.
Tradition numbers nil1ety-nine names of God; the Hebraists a~
tribute this imperfect number to the magical fear of even num·
bers; the Hassidim reason that this hiatus indicates a hundredth
name-the Absolute Name.
From this erudition he was distracted, within a few days, by
the appearance of the editor of the Yidische Zeitung. This man
wished to talk of the assassination; Lanprot prefered ~o speak of
the diverse names of God. The journalist declared,
three col·

in
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umns, that the investigator Erik Lannrot had dedicated himself
to studying the names of God in older to "come up with" the
name of the assassin. Lannrot, habituated to the simplifications of
journalism, did not become indignant. One of those shopkeepers
who have found that there are buyers for every book came out
with a popular edition of the History of the Sect of the Hasidim.
The second crime occurred on the night of the third of January,in the most deserted and empty comer of the capital's western suburbs. Towards dawn, one of the gendarmes who patrol
these lonely places on horseback detected a man in a cape, lying
prone in the shadow of an ancient paint shop. The hard visage
seemed bathed in blood; a deep stab wound had split open his
breast. On the wall, upon the yellow and red rhombs, there were
some words written in chalk. The gendarme spelled them out ...
That afternoon Treviranus and Lonnrot made their way
toward the remote scene of the crime. To the left and right of the
automobile, the city disintegrated; the firmament grew larger
and the houses meant less and less and a brick kiln or a poplar
grove more and more. They reached their miserable destination:
a final aJley of rose-colored mud walls which in some way seemed
to reflect the disordered setting of the sun. The dead man had
already been identified. He was Daniel Simon Azevedo, a man of
some fame in the ancient northern suburbs, who had risen from
wagoner to political tough, only to degenerate later into a thief
and e..ven an informer. (The singular style of his death struck
them as appropriate: Azevedo was the last representative of a
generation of bandits who knew how to handle a dagger, but not
a revolver.) The words in chalk were the following:

-

The second letter of the Name has been spoken

'The third crime occurred on the night of the third of February. A little before one o'clock, the telephone rang in the office of
Commissioner Treviranus'. In avid secretiveness a man with a
guttural voice spoke: he said his name was Ginzberg (or Gins-

Published by UNM Digital Repository, 1954
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burg) and that he was disposed to communicate, for a reasonable
remuneration, an exp~ation of the two sacrifices of Azevedo
and Yarmolinsky. The discordant sound of whistles and horns
drowned out the voice of the informer. Then the connection \fas
cut off. Without rejecting the possibility of a hoax (it was carnival time) , Treviranl;ls checked and found he had been called
from Liverpool House~ a tavern on the Rue de Toulon-that
dirty street where cheek by jowl are the peepshow and the milk
store, the bordello and the women selling bibles. Treviranus
spoke to the owner. This personage (by name Black Finnegan,
an old Irish criminal who was crushed, annihilated almost, by respectability) told him that the last person to use the establishment's phone had been a lodger, a certain Gryphius, who had
just gone out with some friends. Treviranus immediately went
to Liverpool Hpuse~ where FiJInegan related the following facts.
Eight days previously, Gryphius had taken a room above the saloon. He was ~ man of sharp features, a nebulous grey beard,
shabbily clothed in black; Finnegan' (who put the room toa use
which Treviranus guessed) demanded a rent which was undoubtedly excessive; Gryphius immediately paid the stipulated sum.
He scarcely ever went out; he dined and lunched in his room; his
face was scarcely known in the bar. On this particular night, he
came down to telephone from Finnegan's office. A closed coupe
stopped in front of the tavern. The driver did not move from his
seat; several of the patrons recalled that he was wearing a bear's
mask. Two harlequins descended from the coupe; they were short
in stature, and no one could fail to observe that they were very
drunk. With a tooting of horns they burst into Finnegan's office;
they embraced Gryphius, who seemed to recognize them but who
replied to them coldly; they exchanged a few words in Yiddishhe, in a low guttural voice; they, in shrill, falsetto tones-and then
the party climbed to the upstairs room. Within a qua:rter hour
the three descended, very joyous; Gryphius, staggering, seemed as
drunk as the others. He walked-tall, whirling-in the middle, beI
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tween the masked harlequins. (One of the women in the bar remembered the yellow, red and green rhombs, the diamond
designs.) Twice he stumble..d;twice he was held up by the harlequins. Alongside the adjoi9ing dock basin, whose water was rectangular, the trio got into'the coupe and disappeared. From the
runnipg board, the last of the harlequins had scrawled an.obscene
figure and a sentence on one of the slates of the outdoor shed.
Treviranus gazed upon the sentence. It was nearly foreknowable. It read:
'
The last of the letters of the Name has been spoken

He examined, then, the small room of Gryphius-Ginzberg. On
the floor was a violent star of blood; in the corners, the remains of
some Hungarian-brand cigarettes; in a cabinet, a book in Latinthe Philologus Hebraeo-Graecus (1739) of Leusden-along with
various manuscript notes. Treviranus studied the book with indignation and had Lonnrot summoned. The latter, without taking off his hat, began to read while the Commissioner questioned
the contradictory witnesses to the possible kidnapping. At four in
the morning they came out. In the tortuous Rue de Toulon. as
they stepped on the dead serpentines of the dawn. Treviranus
said:
"And supposing the history of this night were a phantom?"
Erik Lonnrot smiled and read him with due gravity a passage
(underlined) of the thirty-third dissertation of the Philologus:
Dies Judaeorum incipit a solis occasu
usque ad salis occasum die; sequentis.

"This means," he added, "that the Hebrew day begins at sundown and lasts until the following sundown."

Treviranus attempted an irony.
/
"Is this fact the most worthwhile you've picked up tonight?",
"No. Of even greater value is a word Ginzberg used."
The afternoon dailies did not neglect this series of <iisappear-

Published by UNM Digital Repository, 1954
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ances. The Cross and the Sword contrasted them with the admirable discipline and order of the last Eremitical Congress; Ernst
Palast, writing in The Martyr, spoke out against "the intolerable
oJ
delays in this clandestine and frugal pogrom, which has taken
three months to liquidate three Jews"; the Yidische Zeitung
rejected the terrible hypothesis of an anti-semitic plot, "even
though many discerning intellects do not admit of any other solution to the triple mystery"; the most illustrious gunman jn the
South, "Dandy Red" Scharlach, swore that in his district such
crimes as these would' never occur, and he accused Commissioner
Franz Treviranus of criminal negligence.
On the night of March first, the Commissioner received an
imposing-looking, sealed envelope. He opened it: the envelope
contained a letter signed Baruj Spinoza, and a detailed plan 'Ofth.e
city, obviously tom from a Baedeker. The letter prophesied that
on the third of March there would not be a fourth crime, inasmuch as the paint shop in the West, the tavern on the Rue de
Toulon and the Hotel du Nord were the "perfect vertices of an
equilateral and mystic triangle"; the regularity of this triangle
was made clear on the map with red ink. This argument, mO're
geometrico, Treviranus read with resignation, and sent the letter
and map on to Lonnrot-who deserved such a piece of insanity.
Erik Lonnrot studied the documents. The three sites were in
fact equidistant. Symmetry in time (the third of December. the
third of January, the third of February) ; symmetry in space as
well ... Of a sudden he sensed he was about to decipher the mystery. A set of calipers and a compas~ completed his sudden intuition. He s.miled, pronounced the word Tettragrammaton (of recent acquisition) , and called the Commissioner on the telephone.
He told him:
"Thank you for the equilateral triangle you sent me las~ night.
It has enabled me to solve the problem. Tomorrow, Friday, the
criminals will be in jail, we can rest assured."
"In that case, they're not planning a fourth crime?"
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"Precisely because they are planning a fourth crime can we rest
assured."
Lannrot hung up. An hour later he was traveling in one of the
trains of the Southern Railways, en route to the aban~oned countryhouse of Triste-Ie-Roy. South of the city of our story there
Hows a blind little river filled with muddy water made disgraceful
by floating scraps and garbage. On the further side is a manufacturing suburb where, under the protection of a chief from,Barcelona, gunmen flourish. Lannrot smiled to himself to think that
the most famous of them-Red Scharlach-would have given anything to know of this clandestine visit. Azevedo had been a comrade of Scharlach's; Lannrot considered the remote possibility
that the fourth victim might be Scharlach himself. Then, he put
aside the thought ... He had virtually deciphered the problem;
the mere circumstances, or the reality (names, prison records,
faces, judicial and penal proceedings), scarcely interested him
now. He wanted most to take a stroll, to relax from three months
of sedentary investigation. He reHected on how the explanation
of the crimes lay in an anonymous triangle and a dust-laden
Greek word. The mystery seemed to him almost crystalline now;
he was mortified to have dedicated a hundred days to it.
The train stopped at a silent loading platform. Lannrot descended. It was one of those deserted afternoons which seem like
dawn. The air over the muddy plain was damp and cold. LOnnrot
set off across the fields. He saw dogs, he saw a wagon on a dead
road, he saw the horizon, he saw a silvery horse "drinking the crapulous water of a puddle. Dusk was falling when he saw the rectangular belvedere of the counsryhouse of Triste-Ie-Roy, almost
as tall as the black eucalypti which surrounded it. He thought of
the fact that only one more dawn and one more nightfall (an
ancient splendor in the east, and another in the west) separated
him from the hour so much desired by the seekers of the Name.
A rust-colored wrought-iron fence defined the irregular perimeter of the countryhouse. The main gate was closed. Without
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much expectation of entering, Lonnrot made a complete circuit.
In front of the insurmountable gate once again, he put his hand
between the bars almost mechanically and chanced upon the
bolt. The creaking of the iron surprised him. With l~borious passivity the entire gate gave way.
Lonnrot advanced among the eucalypti, stepping amidst con(used generations of rigid, broken leaves. Close up, the house on
the estate of Triste-le-Roy was seen to abound in super~uous
symmetries and in maniacal repetitions: a glacial Diana in one
lugubrious niche was complemented by another Diana in another niche; one balcony waS repeated by another balcony;
double steps of stairs opened into a double balustrade. A twofaced Hermes cast a monstrous shadow. Lonnrot circled the house
as he had the estate. He examined everything; beneath the I~vd
of the terrace he noticed a narrow Venetian blind.
He pushed against it: some marble steps descended to a vault.
Versed now in the architect's preferences, Lonnrot divined that
there would be a set' of stairs on the opposite wall. He found
them, ascended, raised his hands, and pushed up a trap door.
The diffusion of light guided him to a window. He opened it:
a round, yellow moon outlined two blinded fountains in the
melancholy garden. Lonnrot explored the house. He traveled
through antechambers and galleries to emerg~ upon duplicate
patios; several times he emerged upon the same patio. He ascended dust-covered stairways and came out into circular antechambers; he was infinitely reflected in opposing mirrors; he grew
weary of opening or half-opening windows lvhich revealed the
'same desolate garden outside, from various heights and various
angles; inside, the furniture was wrapped in yellow covers and
the chandeliers bound up with cretonne. A bedroom detained
him; the bedroom, a single rose inta porcelain vase-at the first
touch the ancient petals fell apart. On the second floor, on the
top storey, the house seemed to be infinite and growing. The
hous" is not this large, he thought. It is only made larger by the

tn
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penumbra, the symmetry, the mirrors, the years, my ignorance,
the solitude.
Going up a spiral staircase he arrived at the observatory. The
evening moon shone through the rhomboid diamonds of the windows, which were yellow, red and green. He was brought to a
halt by a stunning and dizzying recollection.
Two men of short stature, ferocious and stocky, hurled themselves upon him and took his weapon. Another man, very tall,
saluted him gravely, and said:
"You are very thoughtful. You've saved us a night and a day."
It was Red Scharlach. His men manacled Lonnrot's hands.
Lannrot at length found his voice.
"Are you looking for the Secret Name, Scharlach?" .
Scharlach remained standing, indifferent. He had not participated in the short struggle; he scarcely stretched out his hand to
receive Lannrot's revolver. He spoke; in his voice Lonnrot deLected a fatigued triumph, a hatred the size of the universe, a sadness no smaller than that hatred.
"No," answered Scharlach. "I am looking for something more
ephemeral and slippery, I am looking for Erik Lannrot. Three
years ago, in a gambling house on the Rue de Toulon, you arrested my brother and had him sent to prison. In the exchange of
shots that resulted my men got me away in a coupe, with a police
bullet in my chest. Nine days and nine nights I lay dying in this
desolate, symmetrical countryhouse; I was racked witJI fever, and
the odious double-faced Janus who gazes toward the twilights of
dusk and dawn terrorized my dr~ams and my waking. I learned
to abominate my body, I came to feel that two eyes. two hands,
two lungs are as monstrous as two faces. An Irishman attempted
to convert me to the faith of Jesus; he repeated to me that famous
axiom of the goyim: All roads lead to Rome. At night, my delirium nurtured itself on this me~aphor: I sensed that the world
was a labyrinth, from which it was impossible to flee, foyall paths,
whether they seemed to lead north or south, actually led to Rome,
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i which was also the quadrilateral jail where my brother was dying

and the countryhouse of Triste-Ie-Roy. During those nights 1
swore by the god who sees from two faces, and by all the gods of
fever and of mirrors, to weave a labyrinth around the man who
had imprisoned my brother. I have woven it, and it holds: the
materials are a dead writer on heres~es, a compass, an XVIIlthcentury sect, a Greek word, a dagger, the rhombs of a paint shop.
"The first objective in the sequence was given me by chance. I
had made plans with some colleagues-among them, Daniel Azevedo-to take the Tetrarch's sapphir~s. Azevedo betrayed us: with
the money we advanced him he got hi~self inebriated-a_nd started on the job a day early. In the vastness of the hotel he got ~ost;
at two in the morning he blundered into Yarmolinsky's room.
The latter, harassed by insomnia, had set himself to writing. !"ie
was editing some notes, apparently, or writing an article on t~
Name of God; he had just written the words The first leller of
the Name has been spoken. Azevedo enjoined him to be quiet;
Yarmolinsky reached out his hand fon the bell which would
arouse all the hotel's forces; Azevedo at once stabbed him in the
chest. It was almost a reflex action: half a century of violence had
taught him that it was easiest and surest to kill ... Ten days
later, I learned through the Yidische Zeitungthat you were perusing the writings of Yarmolinsky for the key to his death. For my
part I read the History of the Sect of the Hasidimj I learned that
the reverent fear of pronouncing the Name of God had given rise
to the doctrine that-!his Name is all-powerful and mystic. I
learned that some Hasidim, in search of this secret Name, had
gone as far as to offer human sacrifices ... I knew you would conjecture that the Hasidim had sacrificed the rabbi; I set myself to
justifying 'this conjecture.
'
.
"Marcel Yarmolinsky died on the night of December third; for
the second sacrifice I selected the night of January third.Yarmolinsky died in the North; for the second sacrifice a place in the
West w!1s preferable. Daniel Azevedo was the inevitable victim.
')
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He deserved death: he was an impulsive person, a traitor; his capture could destroy the entire plan. One of our men stabbed him;
in order to link his corpse to the other one I wrote on the paint
shop diamonds The second letter of the Nflme has been spoken.
. "The third "crime" was produced on th~ third of February. It
was, as Treviranus must have guessed, a mere mockery. a simulacrum. I am Gryphius-Ginzberg-Ginsburg; I endured an interminable week (filled out with a tenuous false beard) in that perverse cubicle on the Rue de Toulon, until my friends spirited me
away. From the running board one of them wrote on a stone post
The last of the letters of the Name has been spoken. This sentence
revealed that the series of crimes was triple. And the public thus
understood it; nevertheless, I interspersed repeated signs that
would allow you, Erik Lannrot, the reasoner, to understand that
it is quadruple. A portent in the North, others in the East and
West, demand a fourth portent in the South; the Tetragrammaton-the name of God, JHVH-is made up of four letters; the
harlequins and the paint shop sign suggested four points. In the
manual of Leusden I underlined a certain passage: it manifested
that the deaths occurred on the fourth day of each month. To
Treviranus I sent the equilateral triangle. I sensed that you
would supply the missing point. The point which would form a
perfect rhomb, the point which fixes where death, exactly, <lwaits
you. In order to attract you I have premeditated everything, Erik
Lannrot, so as to draw you to the solitude of Triste-Ie-Roy."
Lannrot avoided Scharlach's eyes. He was looking at the trees
and the sky d~vided into rhombs of turbid yellow, green and red.
He felt a little cold, and felt, too, an impersonal, almost anonymous, sadness. It was already night; from the dusty garden arose
the useless cry of a bird. For the I~st time, La9nrot considered the
pt'oble~ of ~ymmetrical and periodic death.
"In your labyrinth there are three lines too many," he said at
last. "I know of a Greek labyrinth which i~ a single stre,tight line.
Along this line so many philosophers hav~ lost themselves that
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at mere detective might well do so too. Scharlach, wheJ:l in sorpe
other incarnation you hunt me, feign to commit (or do commih
a crime at A, then a second crime at B, eight kilometers from ..j\,
then a third crime at C, four kilometers from A and B, halfw~y
enroute between the two. Wait for me later at D, two kilometers
from A and C, halfway, once again, between both. Kill me at D,
as you are now going to kill meat Triste-Ie-Roy,"
"The next time I kill you," said Scharlach, "I promise you t~e
Jabyrinth made of the single straight line which is invisible and
everlasting."
.
He stepped back a few paces. Then, very carefully, he fired.
- Translatio" by Anthony KeriTigdn
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COLLECTIVE MEMORY:
XVIth·CENTUR\, SPAIN
of SanJuan sat on the bank
.
of the Rio Grande del Norte in upper New Mexico,
the valley was wide, with many grand steps in the land
rising away from the river. The land rose through river terraces
of pinkish sand, and Indian-colored foothills carved by the wind
into fantastic shapes, and high flat mesas. to mountains whose
forests turned the clear air blue as smoke. Here on August 19.
1598. the followers of Captain-General and Governor Juan de
Ofiate arrived to stay.
The colonists brought more than their lashed and lumbering
cargoes to the capital high on the river's course, more than their
toiling bodies. They brought all that had made them. through
the centuries. If their heritage was a collective memory, it remembered for all more than anyone man could know for himself. It shone upon their inner lives in another light than the light
of the material world, and in countless hidden revelations suggested what brought them where they were.
Brown plains and wide skies joined by far mountains would
always be the image of home, the image of Spain, that rose like a
castle to inland heights from the slopes of the Mediterranean, and
gave to the offshore wind the fragrance often thousand wildflowers that mariners smelled out at sea.
The home of the Spanish spirit was Rome. When Spain was
a province of the Caesarean Empire her p,romising youths went to
Rome, to make a name for themselves,' to refresh the life of the
capital with the raw sweetness of the ~ountry, and to help form
the styles of the day in the theatre, like Seneca of Cordoba, and
make wit acid as wine, like Martial of BilbiUs, and elevate the

"W
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public art of speech, like Quintillian from Calahorra, and even
become Emperor, like Trajan, the Spanish soldier. Rome gave
the Spaniards their law; their feeling for cliff and wall, arch and
cave, in building; and their formal display of death in, the arena,
with its mortal delights, its cynical esthetic of pain and chance.
Martial said it:
Raptus abit media quod ad aethera taurus harena,
non luit hot artis sed pietatis opus. ...

A bull, he said, taken up from the center of the arena rises to the
skies, and this was not act of art, but of piety. . . . It remained an
act of passion, for Spanish piety turned elsewhere when Rome
gave the world Christianity.
It was an empowering piety that grew through fourteen centuries, the last eight of which made almost a settled condition of
life out of war with the Moslems o~ the Spanish peninsula. It was
war both holy and political, striving to unify belief and terri~ory.
Like all victors the ,Spaniards bore lasting marks of the vanquished. Perhaps in the Moors they met something of themselves,
long quiet in the blood that even before Roman times flowed in
Spanish veins from Africa and the East, when the ancient Phoenicians and the Carihaginians voyaged the Latin sea and touched
the Spanish shore and seeded its life. From the Moslem enemy in
the long strife came certain arts-numbers, the mathematics of
the sky, the art of living in deserts, and the virtue of water for
pleasure, in fountains, running courses and tiled cascades. That
had style: to use for useless pleasure in an arid land its rarest
element.
Hardly had they made their home kingdom secure than the
Spaniards put themselves and their faith acrosr the world. They
fought the infidel wherever th~y cO';1ld find him, they ranged
toward the Turk, and the Barbary Coast, and for them an admiral mercenary in 1492 risked sailing west. until he might fall
over the edge of the world and be lost. But however mockingly he
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was called a man of dreams, like many such he was a genius of the
practical, and as strong in his soul as in his heart; for he believed
as his employers believed.
They believed in God, the Father Almighty, Creator of heaven
and earth; and in Jesus Christ His only Son their Lord, Who was
conceived by the Holy Ghost, born of the Virgin Mary, suffered
under Pontius Pilate, was crucified, died and buried. He descended into hell; the third day He rose again from the dead; He ascended into heaven and sitteth at the right hand of God the
Father Almighty; from thence He shall come to judge the living
and the dead. They believed in the Holy Ghost, the Holy Catholic Church, the communion of saints, the forgiveness of sins, the
resurrection of the body, and life everlasting. Amen, they said.
So believing, it was a divine company they kept in their daily
habit, all, from the monarch to the beggar, the poet to the
butcher. The Holy Family and the saints inhabited their souls,
thoughts and words. They believed that with the love of G09'
nothing failed; without it, nothing prospered. Fray Juan of the
Cross said it for them:
Buscando mis amores,
Ire por esos montes y riberas,
No cogere las flores,
N i temere las fieras,
Y pasare los fuertes y fronteras.

"

Thus seeking their love across mountain and strand, neither gath.
ering flowers nor fearing beasts, they would pass fortress and frontier, able to endur,,e all because of their strength of spirit in the
companionship of their Divine Lord.
Such belief existed within the Spanisp not as a compartment
where they kept .their worship and faith, but as a condition of
their very being, like the touch by which they felt the solid world,
and the breath of life they drew until they died. It was the simplest and yet most significant fact about them, and more than any
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other accounted for their achievement of a new world. With mankind's imperfect material-for they knew their failings, indeed,
revelled in them and beat themselves with them and knew death
was too good for them 'if Christ had to suffer so much thorn and
lance and nail for them-they yet could strive to fulfill the divine
will, made ,plain to them by the Church. Relief from man's faulty
nature could be had only in God. In obedience to Him, they
found their greatest freedom, the essential freedom of the personality, the individual spirit in the self, with all its other expressions
which they well knew-irony, extravagance, romance, vividness
and poetry in speech, and honor, and hard pride.
If they were not large men physically, they were strong, and
their bodies which the King commanded and their souls which
God commanded were in harmony with any task because both
God and King gave the same command. It was agreed that the
King held his authority and his crown by the grace of Gpd, communicated to him by the sanction of the Church. This was clear
and firm. Thus, when required to serve the King in any official
enterprise, great or small, they believed th~t they would likewise
serve God, and had double strength from the two sources of their
empowerment.
But if the King was divinely sanctioned he was also a man like
all; and they knew one another, king and commoner, in the common terms of their humanity. To command, to obey; to serve,
to protect-these wert~ duties intermixed as they faced one another. The King was accountable to the people as well as to God;
for they made the State, and the State was in his care. Del rey
abajo ninguno, they said in a proverb, Between us and the King,
nobo~y. So they spoke to him in parliaments. Representative
government began with the Spaniards. All, noble or commoner,
had equality before the law:They greatly prized learning and respected those who'owned it, such as lawyers. Indeed, the law was
almost another faith, with its own rituals and customs, and even
its own language, closed to uninitiated eyes and ~ars. Learning
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being scarce must also have seemed precious, and beyond th~
grasp of m,any a hungry mind. Yet with all the peoples of th~
Renaissance, the sixteenth century Spanish ha~ intimations 0
world upon worlds unfolding, and they could not say what theil
children would know except that it would be greater than wha:
they the fathers knew, watching the children at play with theil
little puppets of friars made·from bean-pods, with the tip broker
and hanging down like a cowl, and showing the uppermost bear
like a shaven head.
The year after the astounding first voyage of Admiral Christo
pher Columbus came the Bull of Pope Alexander VI giving th~
King and Queen of Spain for themselves, their heirs and succes
sors, all the lands of the new world known and still to be known
Given the unexempted belief of all civilized society in the realit,
of the Pope's spiritual and temporal power, this was an act of un
questionable legality. (In making his proclamation at the Ri<
~ del Notte, the Governor cited it, outlining briefly the divine ori
gin of the Papacy through the story of Christ.) Thus the Ameri
cas came to belong to Spain, and to reach those lands she became
a great sea power, for a time the greatest in the world. Schools 01
navigation and piloting were founded at Ferrol, Cadiz and Car
tagena. Universities maintained professorial chairs in cosmogra
pliy. The great lords of Spain were given command of the fleetl
that plied to the Indies, though some had no qualities for the
ocean but rank and magnificence, like the old marquis, a certail1
governor of the Armada, who through gout could not take off hiJ
own hat or feed his own lips, but had to have his courtesy and hil
food handled for him by servants. But still the Spanish'sailed·
and sailed well, and their fleets were prOdigious at their greatest,
like the one that bore the King to marry the Princess of England,
Gilded carving on the stem galleries, and sails paint-ed wit1:J
scenes from ancient Rome, and fifteen thousand banners at the
masts, and damask, cloth of gold and silk draping the rails, and
the sailors in scarlet uniforms, and all the ships standing to one

.
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another in such perfect order as to remind those who saw it of the
buildings of a city, and the music of silver trumpets coming from
the ships as they sailed.
To recruit the Indies fleets, a public crier and his musicians
went from town to town, mostly in Andalusia that bordered on
the sea. The drums rolled in the plaza, the fifes whistled a bright
tune, calling a crowd. Then the crier bawled out his news. He
told the sailing date of the next fleet, how gr~at the ships were,
some of one hundred-twenty tons burden and sixty feet long, how
skilled the captains, what opportunities oversea awaited the ablebodied young man between twenty-five and thirty years of agt
with a taste for adventure and good pay. And many a youth saW
in his mind the great lands lifting over the ocean, with their
zons who invited and broke men, and the golden treasuries wai~
ing to be s~ipped home, and shapeless but powerful thoughts o~
how a fortune waited only to be seized, and a fellow's excellence
recognized, his body given content, his pride matched with hazard, his dearness to himself made dear to all whom he should
newly encounter. Many answered the fifes, the drums~ and the
crier. But if the recruitment was not great enough under the regulations which forbade signing on heretics and foreigners, then
the merchant marine took on Jews, Moors, Frenchmen, Italians,
Englishmen, Scotchmen, Germans, for the.fleets had to sail and
men had to sail them.
They sailed twice a year from Sevilfe, in April and August,
after three inspections held in the Guadalquivir.. Crewmen
signed on in the ship's register, took an oath of loyalty,to the captain or the owner, and were bound for the voyage. Some were
paid by the month, some by the mile, some with shares In the
cargo. A sailor could not go anywhere without the commander's
consent, and unle5,s in port for the winter could not even undress
himself without permission. If he did so, he was punished~by being ducked in the sea three times at the end of a rope from the
yardarm. The crew's rations left them hungry enough at times to
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catch rats and eat them. The ship provided beef, pork, rice, fish,
spices, flour, cheese, honey, anchovies, raisins, prunes, figs, sugar,
quinces, olive oil and wine, but in poor quantities, and very little
water. The officers fared better, dining apart.
The passengers prepared their own meals out of the stores they
had brought along, mostly hard tack and salted beef. They were
almost always thirsty. Some slept on deck, some in little cabins
five feet square, on mats stuffed with a thin layer of doghair, and
under a blanket of worked goatskin. Below decks all day it was
nearly dark. They could hear cockroaches and rats at restless
work, and feel lice multiplying. There was no place in which to
walk around. They could only lie down or sit, day and night. In
storm the alcazar at the stem swayed as if to fall off the ship, and
the blunt prows under their heavy castle shook like shoulders
bllITOwing into the deep. The pumps at work spewed up bilge~ter as sickening as the air below decks, and all remained above
w!:tenever possible-the pilot navigating, the captain inspecting
the artillery and other defenses, the master of the treasure packed
in the hold, the cargo-master, the barber-surgeon, the caulker, the
engineer, the cabin boys, the seamen.
But on busy days when the weather was blessed, the company
was busy with interests. So long as they lasted uneaten, cocks were
'. set to fighting on deck for an audience that took sides and made
bets. A young fellow would become a bull and another would
pretend to fight him with cape and sword. Clever people got up
plays and gave them. Others sang ballads to the music of the vihuela. Others read poetry aloud or improvfsed rhymes about the
people on board. There were ahvays some who brought the latest
books printed by the Crombergers of Seville, and sat reading by
the hour. The fleet might be becalmed, and then boys and men
went over the side to swim near the ships. And when the wind
came alive again, the painted sails swelled out, and the hulls
leaned, and their sodden timbered breasts pushed heavily against
the waves, while the cabin boy sang out the devotions of praise
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and thanks, "Amen: God give us a happy voyage, may the ships
make a good passage, captain, master, and your lordships, good
day my lords, from stern to prow," and at evening they cried,
"Evening chow, ready now," and "Long live the King of Castile
on land and sea," and all bowed and said "Amen."
So they sailed and were sailed, taking two to three months to
come to New Spain, .where, like Juan Ponce de Le6n, when he
saw Florida, they said, tfGracias Ie sean dadas, senor, que me permites contemplar algo nuevo," giving thanks to God that He
granted them to see the new.
And some amongst them feeling if they could not speak the
wonder of the New World, where dangers and hardships in the
end bound them more closely to her than easy victories ever could
have, exclaimed in their hearts, with love, in their various ways,
"Oh, Virgin of the World, innocent America'"
That the Spaniards take her lawfully, with care, and with conscience, the Spanish kings of the Golden Age worked without
cease.
Not all Spaniards had seen the king, but in every large company there was always one who had seen him, or knew someone
who served him closely, and remembered much to tell. Anything
they could hear of the king was immensely interesting and important. He was their pride even as he was their master. He commanded them by the power of God, and yet as they were so was
he, a man, their common image, but with the glory ang dignity
of the crown over his head, and so, over theirs. What he was had
greatly to do with what they were, as in all fatherhood. So, his
image passed through them to the Indies, wherever they went, beyond cities and maps, however -far' along remote rivers. Even the
gossip about great kings created the character of their subjects.
King Charles, who was a,.1.so the HolJ Roman Emperor, lived
and worked' in hard bare rooms with no carpets, crowding to the
fire in winter, using the window's sunshine in summer. The doctors of medicine stated that the humors of moisture and of cold
/
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dominated his quality. His face was fixed in calm, but for his
eyes, that moved and spoke more than his gestures or his lips. His
face was pale and long, the lower lip full and forward, often dry
and cracked so that he kept on it a green leaf to suck, his nose flat
and his brows pitted with a raised frown that appeared to suggest
a constant headache. He held his shoulders high as though on
guard. He would seem to speak twice, once .within and fully, and
then outwardly and meagrely. But his eyes showed his mind, brilliant, deep and always at work. He loved information for its own
sake, was always reading, and knew his maps well. They said he
saw the Indies better than many who went there, and held posi.
tive views on all matters concerning the New World and its
conquerors.
But if his opinions were strong, so was his conscience. He said
once that it was his nature to be obstinate in sticking to his opin.
ions. A courtier replied that it was but laudable firmness to stick
to good opinions. To this the Emperor observed with a sigh that
he sometimes stuck to bad ones. He was in poor health for most
of his life, and as a result favored himself in many asp~cts. In his
young days he was a beautiful rider, with his light legs and his
heavy lifted shoulders. He once liked to hunt bear and boar; but
illness and business put an end to it. He worked all day a~d much
of the night, until his supper at midnight, at which he received
ambassadors, who were amazed at his appetite. Matters of state
went on even then, by candlelight, as the platters were passed,
and the baskets of fruit, and the water bowls. He wore his flat
black cap, his black Flemish velvet doublet and surcoat with the
collar of Germany-dressed marten skins, and his chain of the
Golden Fleece. The letters of Cortes from New Spain had.good
talk in them, and the Emperor later had them published in print.
Whether or not America, so tar away, was a matter of policy
instead of feeling, Charles sought justice for the Indians of the
New World. Before 1519 he was sending people to the Indies to
study and report to him upon the conditions of the natives. Up-
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permost was his desire that their souls be saved through Christianity. It was of greater moment that Indians became Christians
than that they became Spaniards. So as the conquerors made cities
in the New World they made' schools, colleges and universities
for the Indians, in which to teach them-often in Latin but more
often in the Indian tongues which the friars learned rapidlysalvation in Christ. The Emperor held that through such salvation all else of life must naturally take its course and would come.
He strongly supported the missioners in the Indies, and inspired
them and many laymen to build the Church in the New World
even as ominous cracks ran up its walls in the Old.
But from the first, and increasingly, another spirit worked
against the Indians. The military, the landowners, the civil officials, believc:d that conversion was a proper thing, but once out of
the -way, let the natives be useful to them in labor and arms. But
the j)riests meant what they preached, just as much as ~he men of
the world meant what they ordered. Both said they served the
crown as it desired to be served. Both appealed to the King.
His Holy Caesarean Catholic Majesty (for so he was addressed
in documents) wished to know in all-determining truth. Was the
Indian a man, as many claimed? Or was he an animal, as many
others insisted? Could he understand Christianity? Did he deserve better than the yoke of slavery?
Commissions investigated, passions rose, and: humanity triumphed. The Cardinal Adrian in Spain preached that the Indians were free and'must be treated as free men, and given Christianity with Christian gentleness. The Emperor acted, and t4e
Jaws for the Indies we're decreed in that spirit. The crown gave
its approval to the ideals of the missionary priests who ever afterward, over new land, went with the armies not only to convert
but to protect Indians.
When he left Spain for GeIina."1y, and after his retirement from
the throne in mid-century, the Emperor kept the problem in
mind, for he wrote to his son Prince Philip to caution him that
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he must be vigilant to prevent oppressions and injustices in the
Colonies, saying that only through justice were sound business
and prosperity possible. It was a cold and impassive statement of
policy, but (like the brilliant black and white flash of those eyes
in his pallid face that found it so difficult otherwise to express itself) true humanity shone behind expediency.
When the Emperor abdicated to become a country gentleman
at Yuste near Placencia, there was still much to hear about him,
even as he invented ways to pass the time. He made a garden. He
designed and fashioned mechanical works, including a hand-mill
to grind meal, and a marvelous set of little clock-work soldiers
that performed military drills. Visitors brought him watches and
clocks upon which he delighted to work. The joke went around
that one time when he complained of his food, he was told by the
majordomo that the only thing that would please his palate then
would be a stew of watches. He laughed heartily at this.
From his early days in the Italian campaigns he loved the ans
of music and painting. In his military travels, even to Africa,he
took along his choir-the best choir in Europe-and pipe organs.
His ear was true, he remembered music as well as he did facts,
and he loved to sit and listen to a French air, Mille regrets. At
Placencia he had his nine favorite paintings by Titian with him.
With a few guests in his party, he would go wandering through
the woods with his harquebus in hand, watching for game. But
the joy he took from this sport in his old age was more that of
watching birds, and little animals, and their quick mysterious
commerce, than that of ,killing them. He would shoot now and
then, but ,his friends said that the pigeons pretended out of courtesy to be frightened of hrs blasts, and perhaps he was an old man
,hunting for life, not death.
, But his piety kept death before him. ~e waS read aloud to
from the Confessions o§ Saint Augustine, and he could nod in
recognitio~ of anybody who turned sharply away from the great
world to lead a modest life of outer trifles and inner mysteries of
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faith and conscience. It was talked of everywhere, for thousands
were there, when he had a Requiem Mass sung to rehearse his
own funeral. It was just as though it were the actual funeral.
Therebefore the altar was the catafalque swept in black draperies
and silver lace, with thousands of candles burning at all the altars
and shrines, and the prelate} and priests singing the pontifical
Mass, and the Emperor's wdnderful music in the stalls with the
organ, and there in the middle of it wearing a black mantle was
the Emperor himse!{, praying for the repose of his soul before it
left his body.
'
The Spaniards knew the same thing in themselves-the
strength and the countenance to stare upon contrition and death.
For, in their belief, could anyone do enough to mortify himself,
if he was to be worthy of salvation by the sufferings of the Son of
Man upon the cross? The Emperor had a' flail with which he
would whip himself so hard that the thongs showed his blood.
After his death it became known that in his will he left this flail
to his son Philip, for him to prize all his life and in his turn to
pass on as a beloved heirloom, a relic of the blood of the father...
Philip II spared himself no less, and left his image no less in
the Indies, though in somewhat different manner. People missed
the occasional humor and grace of the Emperor, even though
under him they had had to work just as hard as under his son. But
there was as it were a darkening of life that came when the Emperor retired, and dying in retirement, left all power to the new
King. But the King demanded more of himself than of anyone
else. New Spain and all the other Indies became greater, quieter,
richer, and as the conquests receded, the work of govemmept
grew enormously. The whole world wrote to Spain. Her ships
carried not only the treasure of the new world, they took also
reports, contracts, !->u~gets, petitions, court records, confidential
intelligence, complaints and aU, manner of papers to Madrid.
And there, the King himself read them, all of them, and marked
his wishes upon their margins.
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Secretaries came to him in the morning as he dressed, and aftel
dinner at mid-day, and again to spend the long evening, while he
dictated, initialled, weighed, decided; held in abeyance.- revive(J
for discussion, or postponed again; examined for policy or re,
ferred for further study, dozens, and hundreds, and tens of thou,
sands of papers through a lifetime of late-working nights. Besidel
all that, there were the endless committees to receive, who sal
through hours of giving all aspects proper consideration. Minutel
of such meetings were kept, and, doubling the ecstacy of administrative indulgence, could always be referred to later. It was il
poor business if anyone sought to relieve the King of any small
details of his official burden. Some of the best men in the lan(J
were called to court for appointment to important posts, and
then denied the use of their faculties of originality and initiative
No detail was too small to interest the King. If he was King and
w~s to sign, then what he signed must be exquisitely proper; and
he would put all the power, weight and style of his office into il
debate upon the nicety of a word to employ in a certain phrase
to be written down in a state paper. He would refuse to be hur·
ried, but would spend himself twice over on a matter rather tharl
settle it out of hand. Don Pedro Ponce de Le6n (he was'GovernOJ
Onate's most serious rival for the appointment) wrote to the
King from Mexico asking for the command of the entry intCJ
New Mexico to colonize the Rio del Norte, and as the ocean pas·
sage of letter and reply would take eight months more or less, he
expected to hear nothing for a while. But time passed, and nCJ
answer came to him from the King, whereupon he wrote again
begging in all respect for a reply to his earlier petition. The repl}
when it came said, "Tell him it will take a year to decide."
There was much to decide at home. The King saw with sorrow
the disorderly and frivolous nature of the populace, and issued
decrees of prohibition upon conduct, possessions and belief. II
was unseemly and therefore forbidden by royal edict to weal
luxurious dress; to live amidst lavish surroundings; to use private

I
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c;arriages or coaches except under certain stated conditions; to
employ courtesy titles; to ;seek education beyond the frontiers of
Spain; to open the mind to the inquiries of science; or otherwise
fail in proper humility and self-discipline. It was a grief to Philip
that despite his endless efforts to guide his great family of subjects
in ways of piety and decorum all manner of license grew and continued. Rich and clever people found ways to evade the laws.
and poor people could not even qualify under them to commit
the crimes of indulgence they forbade. Orders came in a stream
of papers from the palace. but Madrid was a mud-hole. tlte filthy
streets choked with carriages and palanquins, bearing rich ladies
who accosted men unknown to them, and of whom they invited
proposals of shame. How could this be in a land where" women
were previously sacred and guarded within the family walls as
the very Moors had done before them?
How could it be when any man worked so hard that he should
be visited with so many sorrows and reverses? The King bent his
head and spoke of the will of God. There were endless tales of
the natural piety that sustained him in the hours of humiliation _
that came to Spain. The Dutch wars went against the Spanish
forces. They were defeated in France. The English under an
infidel Queen broke Spain's greatest fleet and a year later raided,
burned and robbed Cadiz, Spain's richest city. Spanish ships were
attacked homeward bound from the Indies. The King suffered
all with courage, determined to be an example to all in adversity.
that they might keep their faith. He declared that it was better
not to reign at all than to. reign over heretics. Of these. there were
not many, then, and those few ~eamed or vanish~d, though the
question remained whether the delicate seed of faith that could
grow to such mighty power could. have for its motive the habits
of brutality of ail agencies- of discipline, such as the army, the
constabulary. the office of the Inquisition. and -the law courts
,
alike; And still the King worked, writing orders to govern how
many horses and servants a -man could maintain with seemliness;

.

~
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how funeral:; should be conducted, and how weddings; what
public amusements might be countenanced and what not. And
while he slaved at concerns so alarming and dear to him, there
went unanswered pleas from his ambassadors oversea and viceroys desperate for crown policies ("tell him it will take a year") ,
and groaning supplications from fiscal officers who feared mutinies unless the armies were paid.
How could a man's goodness be so crushing?
Those who saw him come to the throne saw his father's son, in
the tall forehead, the vivid black and white eyes, the lower lip
permanently out-thrust. Even then, as a young ma~, there was
no mark of humor in his face, which was furrowed beside the nose
and under the cheekbone. Yet it was a head of grace and distinction, lean above the ruffed coll~r of Brabant linen, and the puffed
doublet 'Worked in gold. His beard and hair, that had a little
wave in it, were a golden brown. And then those who saw him
long later saw a heavy face, with sallow color, and sacs about the
eyes, now smaller and heavier-lidded. His dress was different, he
wore a tall black cap and black garments relieved only by the
starch-white of his collar. His spirit was heavy, too, and sallow, if
souls had color. The feature most unchanged in his face was the
deep cleft between his eyes, that made a scowl of abnegation
natural to him in youth when he first renounced so much for
himself, ami that cut deeper in age, when he renounced so much
in their own lives for others.
An image of his quality was the palace of the Escorial which he
built on the sweeping plain outside Madrid, below the mountains. It was as big as a palisaded mesa. The plain was as barren
as a desert. In New Spain and New Mexico there was much
country of which that. was the miniature. The palace rose in a
great square of ochreous gray walls. It was so vast that human
silence seemed a very part of its design. What no man could see
but which the profuse flocks of little martins and swallows could
see as they circled over it was that within the great square stood
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inner walls, criss-erossing one another in the form of a grid-iron
or grill. It was believed that this was built in imitation and
endless reminder of the grill upon which St. Lawrence met his
death. Thus Philip could have constant point for contemplation.
Within the palace the long corridors that followed the lines of
the grill were low and narrow, showing the bare granite of their
walls. The floors were of unfinished stone. Coming in from even
a hot summer's day the courtier met indoors the chill of the tomb.
The palace was so made that a great portion of i~ internal
~olume was taken by a dark church whose dome and towers tose
above the enclosing walls. The King's own bedroom, afcell, was
placed so that he could look out from it through an indoor window and see the Mass at the high altar, which was just below...
Church, monastery, palace and tomb, that tenebrous heart of the·
Empire, expressed in all its purposes the, sacred and profane obsessions of the King its builder.
And if the monarch had his palatial rack designed after a
saint's, the soldiers, the traders, the shopmen, the scholars. the
voyagers of Spain each had his Escorial of the soul, where to
endure the joys and the pains of his spiritual exercises he ente,red
alone and in humility.
Perhaps the deeper a man's humility in the privacy of his soul,
the more florid his pride in public. All Spaniards,.high or low,
could use a spacious manner. Its principal medium was the Spanish language. Not many could read; but all could speak like lords
or poets. The poorest soldier in the farthest outlandish expedition of New Mexico might be a cpip floating beyond his will on
the stream of history, but still he could make an opinion, state it
with grace and energy, and even, in cases, make up a rhyme for
it. He spoke his mind through a common language that was as
plain and clear as water, yet able to be sharp a~ a knife, or soft as
the moon, or as full of clatter as heels dancing' on tile. Like
Latin, from which it came, it needed little to say what it meant.
It called less upon image and fancy than other tongues, but made
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its point concretely and called forth feelings in response to uni
versal commonplaces rather than to flights of invention. Wid
that plain strength, the language yet could show much elegance
and such a combination-strength with elegance-spoke truly f01
the Spaniards and of them. The Emperor once said that to spea'
to horses, the best tongue to use was German; to talk with states
men, French; to make love, Italian; to call the birds, English; anc
to address princes, kings, and God, Spanish. In the time of Cicerc
the Spanish town of Cordoba was famous for two things, itl
poetry and its olive oil. He said the poetry sounded as though il
were mixed with the oil.
A passion for study filled the century of the Golden Age. It
Spain. thirty-four universities were at work, and others were
founded in the new world within a few years of the conques,t\
The German Jacob Cromberger and his sons" established theil
printing house at Seville in 1500, reading became an indispen
sable part of living, and all because a complicated machine helc
together many rows of reversed little metal letters and pressec
them into damp paper, again and again, until many copies 01
the same words and ideas were at hand. Because her language
went everywhere with Spain's power, printers in Italy, France
the Netherlands and the Indies printed books in Spanish.
Everything found its way into print. even the ballads thai
previously passed through generations by word of mouth. People
made them up in inns and on travels and marching in wars
telling droll stories or love stories or wicked scandals, and the
rude narratives were sung wherever somebody had an instrumenl
to pluck. Seeing how su~h efforts looked in print" men of letterl
began to write ballads in the style of the old popular ones, thai
had gone always changing as one man's memory revised the resi
due of another's. The new poetic ballads sang of the courts 01
chivalry; imaginary histories that {revealed Spanish ideals 01
noble kingship, knightly valor, reverence for womanhood anc
death to monsters. True histories were also written in rhyme
/
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long chronicles of heroes, and when Captain Perez de Villagra,
the alumnus of the University of Salamanca, sat down to WJite
the history of Onate's first year on the Rio del Norte, he wr?te it
in heroic verse. The Spanish world grew not only in range but
also in meaning as the people saw its likeness in all that was made
by writers and anists.
As his father the Emperor admired Titian of Venice, so King
Philip ad1Jlired and employed Domenico Theotocopuli, known
as The Greek, who came from Greece by way of long studies and
labors in Venice and Rome. He was a learned man and a pious
one, and for the Escorial and churches elsewhere he painted
many pictures that swept the eye and mind of the beholder
upward to heaven. Often even the very eyes of the kings and
saints he painted' were gazing heavenward and shining with
great diamond tears of desire, and seeing them so, the beholder
cast his desires upward also. The skies of his pictures of martyrdoms and sufferings and triumphs were like the skies of Good
Friday afternoon, torn apart and blowing .aloft in black and
white clouds through which the Spanish temperament could see
the immortal soul of Christ as it flew to His Father from the cross.
The Greek painted many likenesses of people of circumstance,
who without their starch and black velvet and swords, their
armor and ribbons, or their violet mantelletas and trains, would
have looked very much like everybody else in the Spanish populace, even thdR' on the northern river of the latest and farthest
Crown colony. All countenances which he limned were grave and
melancholy, even that of the Madonna in the Nativity. The
Spaniards were a people who did not often smile. but more o~en
laughed outright or possessed their faces in calm. when all faces
look sad. The Greek was much seen at Toledo, where he painted
the town many times, making 004 changes i~ exactly how it
looked, yet by so doing, making the city's image combine With
the beholder's feeling to produce a rise of the soul.
It was the same rise that Spaniards knew from music in the
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High Mass, when the dark high vaults of the church where
candlelight never reached would be filled with the singing of
choirs, plain, without instruments. They heard the masses composed by the great Tomas Luis de Victoria of Avila, and Cristobal
Morales, and Francisco Guerrero. The voices of boys came like
shafts of heaven, and in the polyphonic style, the voices of men
rose under them and turned with melody, and the two qualities
met and divided, the one qualifying the pther, now with one long
note held against several notes in a figure, again with highs
against lows, and again with syllables against whole words, and
loud against soft, so that in heavenly laws known to music alone"
an experience of meaning and delivery struck all who truly
listened, and the stone arches and the drift of incense and the
possibility of divinity in mankind and the Mass at the altar all
became intermingled with the soul that rose. How, lost in dark
choir stalls under lofting stone, could boys, making little round
mouths in their round faces, strike so purely to the darkest self
with their shining voices that seemed to come from beyond all
flesh?
And yet there was other music that used the very fleM! itself,
spoke to it, enlivened it, cozened it with coarse jokes, and pulled
its nose and made the hearers laugh and clap and stamp their feet.
It was heard at the inns, in public squares, and in the theatres,
when ballads were sung or skits and plays given by actors and
dancers. They came out on a stage bringing sackbuts, or dulcimers, harps, lutes or vihuelas, or combinations of all these, and
struck up a tune to which they sang a story with many verses.
They plucked, beat, blew and nodded together, and often repeated with each verse a clever effect in which one musician gave
a little variation at the same place each time, so that the audience
listened for it i~ following verses. Such players entertained anyone who called for them and display~d a coin. They went from
one tavern to anotber, ready to stand in a half-circle facing a table
and play to a private party much to the advantage of any others
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in the place. Their music went with the Spaniards wherever in
the world they might go.
lf popular balladry was the poor man's comfort, there was
much to sing about as the world moved and poor times befell
Spain in her might. Great fortunes shrank, and the high state of
many nobles lost its quality because it could not be paid for, and
wage-eamers found their coins worth very little, and poor people
lived always hungry. It was the ver~ outpourings of wealth from
the New World that caused such trouble. When so much more
gold than usual came to be circulated, each little coin or bi't of
gold spent in trade was worth much less than usual, as gold itself
became too common. In giving civilization to the new world,
Spain seemed to give up its own strength as the new land found
the lusty power to grow by itself. In the home kingdom, while
all graces were maintained, the substance behind them shrank.
and for great numbers of Spaniards the graces which they aired
came to be pretensions and little else.
And yet there was that in the Spanish spirit which made of
each Spaniard his own castle, and it was very like them all that
as the wealth that sustained public nobility began to shrink, and
as every hidalgo by birth disdained to reveal his poor estate, so.. .
many another man who had no title or claim to nobility adopted
the airs and styles of the hidalgo, until the land became a parade
of starving lords, real and false, who the lower they fell in worldly
affairs the more grandly they behaved. Going hungry, they would
loll against a wall in public, picking their teeth to convince the
passerby that they had just dined on sweet carrots and turnips,
sharp cheese, pungent bacon, fresh. eggs, crusty roast kid, , tart
wine from Spanish grapes, and a covered dish of baked gazpacho,
that was made out of wheat bread, olive oil, vinegar, onions, salt,
and red peppers hot enough to make the eyes water.
There was little else for !iuch a gentleman to do. If he had ~
talents that could be employed, there was hardly anybody to pay
him for them. He was a man of honor and to make a living could
I
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not stoop to improper ways, which no matter how hard the times
seemed always to prosper. If his shanks were thin and bare, and
his sitting bones almost showed in his threadbare breechings,
and his belly was puffy with windy hunger, then he must still
have had his ragged cloak to throw about such betrayals. Within
his cloak he could stand a noble stance, and at a little distance,
who was the wiser? As the proverb said, "Under a bad cloak
there may hide a good drinker,'l which gave comfort to fallen
swagger; and to comfort the dream of impossible valor, there
spoke another proverb, saying, "Under my clqak I kill the king."
But no patch ever failed to show, however lovingly stitched,
even a patch on a man's pride. To cloak his spirit, the mangy
gentleman had another sort of possession left to him from his
better days. This was the high thought of chivalry, that gave to
human life, all human life, so great a dignity and such an obligation of nobility on behalf of all other persons. There was a poor
sweetness in such extravagant spending of spirit, that the more a
man lacked simply to keep him alive, the more he disdained his
own trouble and grandly swore to demolish the trouble of
another. In his ironic self-knowledge the Spaniard knew such
men, and smiled at the antic capers they cut in their hungry pretensions. And yet he bowed to their spirit which stated that "he
is only worth more than another who does more than another."
It was no surprise to him that a champion should vow the rescue
of anyone in distress, without reference to rank or station. If
there were different levels of life, then one man in his' own was
worth as much as another in his, and was free to state as much,
and act accordingly. And as every soul originated in God, and.
so was equal to every other in worth, so its 'sufferings on earth
deserved succor without discrimination. The Spaniard knew that
the grandeur of God did not disdain the humblest surroundings,
and could say with ~aint Teresa of Avila) En're los pucheros anda
eli Senor-God moves among the kitchen pots.
But all came back to hunger. Private soldiers who went to the
I
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Americas were experienced in that condition. It was a marvel
how far they could march, how hard they could fight, and how
long they could cling to unknown country on empty stomachs.
Nunez Cabeza de Vaca, Coronado's soldiers, Castano de-S<>sa
pillaging at Pecos, Zaldivar crawling over deserts toward the
river, all gnawed on tradition when rations were low. Certainly
the adventurers did not enlist for the pay, for the pay was meagre
and always in arrears, even that owed to the commanders in
silver-gilt armor. Nor did they venture forth for commerce as it
could affect the ordinary individual, for the risks were too great
for uncertain p\,ofits, and in any case the Spanish gift for business
fulfilled itself not in the largest but in the smallest affairs, fase to
face with another man. For the pleasures of business were firstly
social-little exchanges of desire and deceit, indifference and
truth, the study of human nature, the flourish of bargaining, the
satisfaction of the righteous swindle, in buyer and seller alike.
Nor was it inordinate love of adventure that took Spaniards past
oceans and shores, and up the river, for adventure could be had
anywhere, even at home. Perhaps more than anyone other
motive it was a belief in their own inherent greatness that took
the men of the Golden Age to their achievements in geography
and colonization. .
For to them it was finer to make greatness than to inherit it;
and after they made it, they could in all justice cry with the true
chronicler of the conquest of Mexico, "I say again that I-I, myself-I am a true conqueror; and the most ancient of all . . . and
I also say, and praise myself thereon, that I have been in as many
battles and engagements as, according to history, the Emperor
Henry the Fourth." In such spirit, what they did with so little,
they did with style.
Even the swords that were extensions not only of their right
arms but also of their personalities came, out of humble ~eans
through fire and water to strength and beauty. Ovid sang the
praises of Toledo blades, the best of which were made of old used
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metal, such as horse-shoes. The Spaniard's sword was born at
night-time, through fire, of a river and the south wind.
In the city hall of Toledo the master steelworkers-Sahagun
the Elder, Julian del Rey, Menchaca, Hortuiio de Aguirre,
Juanes de la Horta-kept their met:tl punches when these were
not in use to stamp the maker's name on a new blade. Every
blade had its alma, and this soul was the core of old iron on whose
cheeks were welded new plates of steel. Standing ready were the
two gifts of the river Tagus that flowed below the high rocks of
Toledo. These were its white sand and its clear water. The blades
were born only on the darkest nights, the better to let the true or
false temper of the steel show when red-hot; and of the darkest
nights, only those when the south wind blew, so that in passing
the blade from fire to water it might not cool too rapidly as a
north wind would cool it. The clumsy weld was put into the coals
where the bellows hooted. 'Vhen it came red-hot the master took
it from the fire. It threw sparks on meeting the air. Casting river
sand on it which extinguished the sparks, the master moved to
the anvil. There with taps of hammer and sweeps of the steel
against the anvil he shaped the blade, creating a perfectly straight
ridge down the center of each side, until squinted at endwise
the blade looked like a flattened lozenge. Now the blade was put
again into the fire and kept there until it began to color again,
when the master lifted it into the darkness to see if it showed precisely cherry-red. If so, it was ready for the river. There stood
handy a tall wooden pail filled with water from the Tagus. Into
this, point down, went the blade for its first immersion. To keep
the exact right time for each immersion, and t0 1 bring blessings,
the master or one of his boys sang during the first one, "Blessed
be the hour in which Christ was born," and then the blade was
li~ted out. Heated again, it was returned to thf- water, and they
sang, "Holy Mary, Who bore Him'" and next time they sang,
"The iron is hotl" and the next'''The water hissesl" and the next
"The tempering will be good," and the last, "If God wills." Then
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once more the blade went to the fire, but this time only until it
became dull red, liver-eolored. Then with pincers the master held
it by the tang which would later fit into the hilt, and -had the boy
smear the blade with raw whole fat cut from the sac about the
kidneys of a male goat or a sheep. The fat burst into flame. They
took the blade to the rack and set it there against the wall point
downward. The fat burned away, the blade darkened and cooled
through several hours. In daytime they sharpened and polished
it, and if it were to bear an inscription, it went to the bench of the
engraver, who chiselled his letters on one of the flat faces, or perhaps both, spelling out a pious or patriotic motto, like one on a
sword found in Texas not far from the Rio Grande, that read, on
one side, "'POR MY REY," and on the other, "POR MY LEY,"
thus swearing protection to king and law. The hilt, with guard
and grip, then was joined to the tang. and those for plain soldiers
were of well-turned iron, but without inlays of gold or silver, or
studdings of smooth jewels, or wrappings with silver-gilt wire
that variously went on to the swords of officers and nobles.
And at last the maker sent for·his stamp from the city hall and
let his device be punched into the blade at its thickest part near
the guard. and the proud work was done, and the Spanish ge~ture
could be sharpened and elongated across the world.
Both within the Spaniard and without him lay the country
which Lope de Vega called "sad, spacious Spain." If Spaniards
enacted their literature, it was because, like all people, they both
created literature and were created by it. So it was with mempries
and visions in the colony of the New Mexican river wildetness.
Their hopes of what to be were no less full of meanings than their
certainties of what they had done, and both found their center
of energy in a moral sense that gave a sort of secret poetry to the
hard shape of life. The Spaniard was cruel but he loved life, and
his melancholy brutality seemed to issue forth almost involuntarily through the humanitarian laws and codes with which he sur·
rounded himself. If his nature was weak his conscience was
j
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strong. and if he sinned his first act of recovery must 'be to recognize his guilt. When one of the most brutal of the conquerors of
the new world was dying of wounds given to him by Indians he
was asked where he ached. and he replied...In my souL"
(
So the baggage of personality brought by the colonists told of
their origin. their faith, the source 'of their power, the humantypes by which they perpetuated their tradition; and forecast
much about how they would live along the river.
But in that very summer of 1598 when the newest colony of the
Spanish Empire was settling on the Rio del Norte in Northern
New Mexico. the Empire was already ailing. Its life stream carried human tributaries to the river, but already at its source. in
Madrid, the springs of Spanish energy were starting to go low. It
was an irony of history that just as the American continent was
being comprehended, the first great power that sought it began
to lose the force to possess it. It would take two more centuries
for the flow to become a trickle that barely moved and then altogether stopped. But the Spanish effectiveness in government. society and commerce began to lose power in the new world with
the failure of life in the last of the kings of the Golden Age.
Laboring inhumanly to govern his world-wide kingdoms for
goodness and prosperity, Philip II left them a complicated legacy
of financial ruin, bureaucratic corruption and social inertia.
After a dazzling conjugation of to do, the destiny of Spain seemed
~o tum toward a simple respiration of to be. One was as true of
the Spanish temperament as the other.
If Philip left to his peoples anything in the way of a true inheri·
tance. one that expressed both him and them, and that would
pass on through generations, it was his example in adversity. his
patience facing a hideous death, and his submission to the will
of God.
He lay through the summer of 1598 in the Escorial holding the
crucifix that his father the Emperor had held on his own deathbed. The son in an agony of suppurating tumors repeatedly
J
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gnawed upon the wood of the cross to stifle his groans. His
truckle-bed was close to the indoor window. through which he
could look down upon the big altar of the Escorial church. In the
early mornings he could hear the choir singing in the dark stalls
and watch the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass performed for the repose
of his soul whose liberation was nearing. But it came slowly. On
August 16 he received the pontifical bles~ing from Rome. A fortnight later he took the last sacraments, and afterward spoke alone
to his son and heir on the subject of how reigns ended and crowns
passed and how instead came shrouds and ~oarse cinctures of
rope in which to be buried. For days and nights the offices of the
dying were chanted by priests in his cell. If momentarily they
paused, he whispere~, "Fathers, continue, the nearer I come to
the fountain, the greater my thirst." Before four in the morning
on Septem..ber 13 he asked for a blessed candle to hold. Its calm
light revealed a smile on his face. His father's crucifix was on his
breast; ana when he gasped faintly three times, and died, and
was enclosed in a coffin made of timbers from the Cinco Chagas,
a galleon that had sailed the seas for him, the crucifix was still
there. By his will the blood-crusted flail left to him by his father
now passed to the new ruler, King Philip III. In the austere grandeurs of such a scene the deathly luxuries of the Spanish temperament, as well as the dying fall of the Empire, found expression.
In tli~ province of New Mexico, at San Juan de los Caballeros, in
the valley of the Rio del Norte, near the junction with the
Chama, where willows and cottonwoOds ·along bench terraces of
pale earth all imaged the end of summer, the Crown's new colony
was at work on a matter of enduring importance to their settlement. By order of Governor de Onate they were already building
their church.
J
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stood back against the shadows falling across one corner of the balcony. The Delgado house
was three storeys high behind its thick wall, and from his
bedroom the boy could view the entire street~ This meant not just
the street, but also the other walls and the houses behind them.
The Delgado house was old; it had had a succession of other
names. The Alvarez house, the Ducker house, the Munoz house
... the Delgados were only temporary keepers, proud as the others had been proud of the Moorish arches, the high-ceilinged
rooms with huge crossbeams, the full-length windows with their
delicate design of bars.
The time had been short for the Delgados, Carlos thought
swiftly. Two years-in two years he haq just begun to know the
house, to feel at ease in it, to enjoy running across the parquet
floors and not worry about scratching them with his heels when
he practiced the pases, whirling this way and that and learning from Juanita the correct way to move the feet slowly, very
slowly.
He could- hear the sound of weeping, carrying softly from the
parlor, where Juanita was. It would be Tomasina, or Maria Elena, for the hour was early and no one else had come. Maria Elena
would be weeping the most, Carlos decided, for she had loved the
glory of it, the fright and the relief, the richness and the admiration of others. Tomasina would be sitting quietly by his mother,
counting her beads or twisting the handkerchief between her
hands. Carlos had often seen her in just this way-before the PO!eo
began, before the first bull, before the moment of truth. For this
reason, he told himself, it would be Tomasina who would not cry,
as his mother would not.
..Carlitos I"
HE BOY CAR LOS
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He heard a shuffling sound at his bedroom door and then the
voice, and turned toward it. It was too early yet. He wanted to
stay and think by himself of Juanita and the parquet floors and of
a bull called Galosero.
The door,pushed open a little; his father stood in the doorway, looking solemn and stunned in his black flowing coat and
starched white shirt. Carlos could not remember ever seeing his
father in such dress. At the tientas and the family fiestas it was always the feither, Mario, who looked like the great one, tall and
slender in his high-waisted black trousers and short black jackei:.
Juanita had seemed short and unimpressive by comparison.
"Carlos!" His father's voice was sharper this time. "Your
mother and I think you should come down."
How strange, thought the boy, that only on this day should his
father speak of his mother as an equal. That had always irritated
Juanita, when Mario had begun taking him to the tientas, leaving
the mother sitting in the house alone night after night, week after
week.
"It's early," Carlos said, looking out at the street. The gray
asphalt was dotted with oil-stains shaping strange patte~s. The
blood on the sand was like that, creating fantastic abstractions.
The blood of the bulls. Sometimes the blood of a man; "No one's
come yet."
"Pancho is here, and Jose Pinedo," his father said. "They want
to see you."
But I don't want to see them. The words were so clear in his
mind that he almost spoke them, but ,this was ndt the time. That
would come tomorrow, or_the next day, or whenever the pattern
began to form again-with him-instead of with Juanito.
"It's better for you to come-you and Juan were so close."
"I'll be down in a minute." HIs voice sounded flat in his ears,
completely unlike itself, but his father nodded and' went out,
leaving the door ajar, the fine, heavily-carved oak door that had
kept its place for two centuries.
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They had never been used to such finery before J uanito
brought it to them. During Carlos' childhood there had been an
early period of four or five years while Mario Delgado was fighting in every plaza in Mexico. At twenty his father had been called
the most promising novillero in the Republic. At thirty he was
still a novillero, and at thirty-four he was a butcher working in a
horsemeat shop on Calle Medellin. Every night the friends would
sit together in the front room of the three-room Delgado housethe torero friends, Pancho the banderillero, Jose the picador, and
they would talk of the great ones and imagine themselves to be
the greater ones. J uanito and Carlos would be together in the
room- they shared with their little sisters. Long after the small
ones were asleep they read their books for next day's school, and
tried to keep the sound of bullfight talk out of their ears.
Juanito had been the great one, after all, and Mario had been
quick to realize it. Mario had taught his son the passes, the technique ... but it was Juanito only who had the flame. It was Juan·
ito who was wise in the ways of the bulls, who was graceful and
valiant and honest. A novillero at sixteen, a matador de toros at
twenty. And every night, in the New Delgado house, Pancho the
banderillero and Jose the picador and all the multitude of failure
friends sat in the parlor with Mario and discussed Juanito, wh<J
was the great one, their Joselito and Belmonte and Lalanda rolled
into one precious package belonging to them. Not belonging tc
himself, not being free even in that year of 1951. There were always tientas to go to, schedules to be talked over and arranged
parties to take their hero to. Sometimes Carlos was allowed to gc
along, if he were quiet and did not disturb the wise ones. The1
sat in the same room, Juanito and Carlos, and looked at ead
other across the width of the .room. They saved their talk for the
house, when Mario was out arranging things, and they practicec
together on the parquet floor. Many days they just sat and talkec
together quietly in Carlos' bedroom.
"I like it up here," Juanito would say in his curiously childisi
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voice. "You can see the mountains and watch the sky tum color
before the rains." It was September t then t and the rainy seasoR
was ending. "Down below therets nothing but the bulls." Every
room had its walls filled with pictures of Juanita-Juanito with
the cape t Juanito placing the banderillas, Juanito going in (or
the kill. "I get sick of seeing them everywhere in the house." Even
little Ana's room was a museum t now that she was married-and
had gone to live in Monterrey. "I still make mistakes t and the
camera catches every one." He did not mention itt but Carlos
knew that J uanito was sensitive about having his picture taken.
The matador was thick through the chest and somewhat spindly
.,in the legs and somehow t whenever action shots we~e snapped of
him, he came out looking misshapen and grotesque. None of his
actual gracefulness was apparent in his photographs.
There were times when Carlos felt that he was the older of the
two. He still went to school, he played on a baseball team t he
went to movies and read as much as he could. He rode buses every
day and sometimes went to stay overnight at the houses of schoolfriends. Juanito went out in the Lincoln; Mario drove. He practiced his passes on the back lawn; Mario supervised. He went to
the lientas to test the breeding-slock; Mario was always present.
So in some ways Juanito had never reached his full growth. He
was a genius with the bulls and he accepted this calmlYt without
affectation on his part. If he had wanted to live differently he had
not voiced that desire to Carlos. Perhaps he had never had the
tIme.
It was hard to be a matador, to belong to other men. But at
twenty it is an achievement to be famous and applauded, and
Juanito was, after alit true to his kind, a poor boy risen to riches.
-X:-heir mother had been unable to understand why she was suddenly so sought-after, lW\~y one of her two boys had suddenly be~un earning the wealthshe had dreamed about before throwing
away the dream. Their mother was old now, and the <;lream was
far past and dead. She would sit in her room amon~ the publicity
t
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books and pray to Guadalupe, and never understand that sometimes a man's life is not his own unless he buys it with hisblood.
Carlos pushed the balcony doors together. Sunlight fell across
his face and shoulders and touched his hands. He had slender
hands, with long fingers and pointed wristbones. Juanito's hands
had been firm-muscled, short-fingered. His grip had been hard,
and his right wrist thick from his work with the sword.
Newspaper rustled across the sidewalk, wafting over a green
tricycle to float on garbage-crusted water in a ditch. A pale blue
convertible with spotted gray top was parked just in front of the
driveway. A bell rang shrilly, and Carlos tried to drown it out
by closing the balcony doors resoundingly. The bell rang again
as he walked across the rOQm.
He reached up and took down from above his nightstana the
bull's head. The weight made him almost drop it, but he guided
the head to the support of the stand. "EI Maestro," he said, stroking the broad flat space between the horns. The first bull J uanito
had killed as matador. The boy's fingers touched the small furry
ears and rubbed the mound of fuzz above the forehead. The sands
had been reddened that afternoon, but the blood had been that
of the bulls. Carlos had not thought of it as blood at all.
"Carlos'" His father's voice came impatiently from th'e stairs.
"Pancho and Jose are waiting; and your aunt Mathilde is here."
"Yes," the boy said softly, not caring that his voice would not
be heard outside his room. From the beginning Mario had wanted him to be one of Juanito's peons, to learn the art of the banderillero, to become a novillero. "Imagine-the two Delgados fighting on the same cartel!" he would boom out, and Carlos would
stand aside and say nothing. He could not smile at his father, even
in those rare moments when Mario had expressed satisfaction
with him. He could not laugh at the jokes this man':"'-his fathermade, because the very figure of the man was too commanding for
Carlos not to hold him in awe.Jt WaS Juanito who had put Mario
off and told Carlos to finish school, to go to college, to stay away
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from the plazas and the bulls and the women. But you could not
live with a genius and not have a little of his knowledge rub off
on you. Mario knew how much Carlos had learned about the
bulls, and for his purPose it would be enough, since Juanito had
not lasted long enough to bring permanent glory to a man who
found it easy to be brave while he was drunk. The history of bullfighting was full of such things: the fathers or the uncles or the
cousins who raised los m uchachos for the ring even as the ganaderias raised the bulls from birth to wet their horns with the blood
of men.
Downstairs there were Jose and Pancho and all the others who
had already forgotten that it was Juanito who had been great
enough to carry them along with him. Downstairs there was the
mother, draped dumpily in black, not weeping, not looking at
anyone. Downstairs there were Tomasina and Maria Elena, in
elegant and expensive black. The sisters would be clustered together while their husbands eagerly talked about bullfighting to
the older and wiser matadors. And, sooner or later, the matadors
would draw together into their own circle and treat their Juanito
with his own respect. Someon~ would s-ay-"The wind was bad
.. ," Someone else would tsk-tsk, and the matadors would break
their circle and begin to drift out.
...
Galosero had been the real thing; he had casta, the blood, the
breeding. The whole Plaza had sighed as he charged out of the
darkness into the ring. El toro, heavy in the'neck and chest, slim
in the powerful legs. The horns were slung low in their sockets;
they were wide at the base and tapered to points close together.
The animal followed through with the trying-out capeworkef
the peons, graceful, smooth and strong.
Carlos watched the bull come out, and then he-watched Juanito. His brother looked very small measured against the bull,
very small and more than a little grotesque in his "suit of lights,"
the binding, heavy-weighing reminder of age~ lost somewhere
early in the history of bullfighting. Carlos sat forward in his seat.
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Juanito moved with his own wonderful dignity, passing Galosero with all the plasticity, all the art known to him. The bull responded with steady charges and follow-up charges until the oles
were coming together so fast that Carlos could not tell the beginning of one from the ending of another.
Finally Juanito took his muleta and spread it out onto the sand.
The redness, basically shaped like a human heart, splotched the
earth until Juanito took it up again and advanced with it toward
the bull. Such an enemy as this was the exception, and he might
never face such a one again; the Plaza knew it. Knew, too, that
this was the real meaning, that the matador was leading what
might be his own death closer and closer to himself. The Plaza
was silent; Carlos felt his nerve-ends numbing.
Galosero, head lowered, stood a few feet from Juanito. Neither
man nor bull moved. The moment of truth had arrived, that moment so proudly named by the old Spaniards, the moment when
it is decided which is worthy of survival: the man or the beast.
Perhaps it was the wind changing, perhaps it was sudden fright,
perhaps only misjudgment, but the horns had gone so deep that
Juanito died as they carried him to the infirmary. Realization
must have been his for only a moment, but it is hard to die on the
sharp points of crooked horns when you are dying for someone
else, when there is no world for you outside that of the bulls.
Carlos lifted the bull's head in his arms, turning it so that he
could scrutinize the base of the horns, could see the black blackness of the humped head. A present from his brother, from his
short, homely, ridiculously vaJiant brother. A warning, perhaps,
or'a kind of a symbol.
"CarlosI Come downl" His father's footsteps echoed firmly in
the hall. "What are you ..."
The horns whined splintcringly as the boy crashed them into
the wall. He tugged at the back of the head, pulled the horns out
and drove them in again, putting his whole body, his enti~e
weight, behind the drive, leaning into it as J uanito had leaned
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in with the sword as he plunged over the horns. Somehow one
hand got in the way and blood streaked across and down one of
the shining horns.
"Carlos ..." the voice was weak suddenly, and filled with.loss.
The boy looked up, shaking the dark hair from his eyes and crying silently. Because Juanito had died in silence like the child he
had lived, Carlos had spoken to his brother with all the force of
their mute love. Now he looked up across the horns as they still
quivered in the wall, and saw his father's face magnified a thousand times by its terror and frustration and helplessness. Suddenly holding his bleeding hand limp across one hom. his body still
taut against the dry weeping, Carlos saw the face of his father and
began to laugh.
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RETURN VOYAGE
My life was a geography book I sometimes inspected.
A book of maps or of dreams. I woke up in America.
Had I dreamed those towns and rivers? Is there no such land?
Is my life three ports: to dream. to wake up. and to die?
I was sleeping among statues. but I woke up alone.
Where are the friendly shadows? \Vas I loved and in love?
My senses sprawled on the booty of the universeFruit. women. immensity-like a drunken pirate.
I found you at last in a port. my naked girl.
I slaked my human thirst in your trembling waters.
Then she was child of the wheat. maiden of abundance.
But the eternal Other always called me elsewhere.
I saw the land of cities. from the snow to the palms.
\Vhere God cleaned the windows and nobody wanted to die.
I saw the bone-dry land of the bull. and the land
Where the pine erects its green obelisk to the light.
Had I dreamed that face which smiled over the wall.
That hand on my hand. thaf road of apples and doves?
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And the bays like great slices of a crystal watermelon,
\Vith their islands like seeds, were they but dreams also?
I studied solitude in many languages, and graduated
Doctor of Dreams. I came to America to wake up.
But the thirst for life and death still bums my throat,
And I bend my knee humbly in this land of com.

o land of fruit, of tombs, property of the sun,
I come now from the world-how long I lay dreaminglI come, and a map unrolls itself in my voice.
JORGE

CARRERA

ANDRADE

(Translated by Lysander Kemp)
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Leslie SIJier

SOME ASPECTS OF THE
NAT U REO F CU L T U R E

=110

on an occasion like this to present some
ideas from a general field rather than to give an account of
my own research, which occupied enough of my time but in
retrospect looks quite meagre. I will make use of some of my own
researches here as examples only because I can speak more satisfactorily of them than of the work of other men.
I have chosen as my topic the nature of culture, and have done
so not only because it is a subject interesting in itself, but because
it will permit me to present some part of the range of investigations in anthropology. Neither I nor anyone else knows all about
the nature of cultu~e.1fwe did, then we could call off all research
at once. This subject is the core concern of anthropologists.
though professing anthropologists have not always seemed aware
that it is fundamental to their w'idely varied inquiries. I shall call
attention to problems and fields of inquiry rather than offer a
series of basic tenets.
\Ve could at this point offer a sufficient definition of "culture,"
but an inquiry such as this into the nature of culture implies that
all that is to follow here will constitute an expanding definition
of the concept.
It would seem best 'to beg-in. rather. with some illustrations.
:\fost of us. even the self-analytical. are rarely culture-conscious.
\Ve hold our own behavior to be natural, inevitable, and universal, thoug-h paradoxically, if it feeds our vanity '~e insist on our
individual uniqueness. Even the most discerning is far from completely aware of the extent III which culturepermeates his every
'
thought and action.

I
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Let me make an over-dramatic statement-your culture may
save your life many times a day. When you drive your car hurtling down the road and an on-eoming j~ggemaut looms before
you, your life and limb are saved from catastrophe not only by
your own quick appraisal of the situation, your judgment and
split-second reaction, but basically by the well-grounded assumption that both you a~d your opponent will abide by the rule of
the road, staying on the right. When you are worming your wa~
through downtown traffic, you gauge the position of your car, iu
speed and impetus, and the placement and speed of all the otheI
cars around you-and guess at the intentions of their drivers-all
in a series of spontaneous reactions. For most of us the judgmenu
and reactions in shifting gears, accelerating, braking, and signal
ling are largely automatic-as automatic as steering our feet with
confidence that they will take us where we want to go. All of U!
involved in this congested traffic are confidently following th(
same fundamental pattern of learned behavior.
What each individual brings to the situation is some elemenl
of choice-to drive in front or behind another car-and inevitabl,
a variant in capacity for judgment and in speed of reaction. BUI
we are able to proceed through the snarl because our judgmentJ
are based on implicit faith that we and the other fellows will fol
low the rule of the road. The individual choices and the individu
al responses run like an epicyclic ripple on the socially, that is cuI
turally, determined habits of driving on the right or yielding thl
right of way. This is brought home most emphatically when WI
are confronted by traffic at an intersection where there are no con
trollights or policemen to direct us. Anarchy is not then with us
.except in the person of the occasional road-hog: on'the contrary
we are such'creatures of habit that we follow a confirmed patten
of behavior without even pausing to recognize that we might hi
free to do as we please,
If at this point you say that of course we follow the rule of thl
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road, we make the further and more fundamental point that the
carriers of a culture implicitly believe in the naturalness and inevitability of their way-of life. I would stress the ingrained. largely
unconscious character of much of the behavior that is the common coin of life in our society. \Vhen we are reminded that the
rule of the road is the opposite in some countries abroad, or that
in an Egyptian bazaar there is only a jumble of traffic with no pattern discernible, we become aware of the nature of our behavior
and understand that there has been a somewhat arbitrary selection from among possible choices for action.
A fundamental of anthropological inquiry lies right here. By
comparison of parallel situations in one culture after another we
obtain insight into the character and role of these behavior elements, and the more varying cultures we can bring within our
scrutiny the more we can specify with respect to each of them.
Cars, planes, machinery, churches, colleges, literature, and
even our customary meals are all obvious parts of our particu'lar
culture. or more properly. obvious counterparts of our knowledge. craft abilities, aims. and attitudes. But what is not so obvious is the multitude of informal or unformulated aspects of our
culture of which we are normally unaware. Here are such things
as a system of gestures that accompany speech. Each social setting
has its appropriate kind': the rhetorical gesture of the declaiming
orator is very different from the table-pounding of a business conference. to say nothing of the seemingly casual flip of the hand
that runs with conversation. But we also gesticulate with t~
muscles of the face in equally symbolic fashion: the grimace, tl e
pout, frown, smile. the significant wink, the slight raising of t e
eyebrows or nod that goes with the perfunctory "Yes, yes" re'sponse to our vis-a-vis in a conversatio~, when in fact our minds
may be off on our own concerns. (Such extensive facial gesticulation, I should add. is peculiar to Euro-American communities: it
is absent or minor among East Asiatics and North American In-

/
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dians.} Posture, bearing, standing and sitting positions, walking
gait-all follow stereotypes appropriate to the occasion, and sig'
nificantly carry symbolic value in social relations.
Other motor habits are equally fixed. Our manner of handling
knife and fork is different from that of the British and utterly so
from the kind of manipulative dexterity shown by the Chinese
with his chopsticks. For us the cutting stroke of a sharp-edged tool
is away from the body, and our cutting tools-saws, chisels, and
the like-are devised to fit this habituated hand and arm movement. In the Far East, the cutting stroke is the reverse, with saws,
knives, planes, cutting on the pull-stroke. Many machine tools
perpetuate these hand movements, for other craft operations
were often derived from and dependent on them.
The number of such unformulated and largely unconscious
elements in our behavior could be expanded indefinitely. \Vhat
we must recognize is that there are direct analogies in every cuI·
ture and that they are as much a part of the whole man as his philosophic system, his social and industrial activities, his religion
and language.
The total of such regulated forms of behavior fixes an individ·
ual in his social relations. It is rather amusing to see the embryo
lawyer take on courtroom mannerisms, the young physician develop a bedside manner, the fledgling reporter grow world-wear~
and tough-talking. These are the accepted symbols of the role he
intends to play, and by them he is judged. We each present a social front, behind which we preserve our private inner lives, and
we adjust this front to each new social group configuration. How
a man speaks-the subject of his verbiage, the acuteness of hi!
judgments, his choice of words. the manner of their delivery, hi!
careful or slovenly bearing, his manners and mannerisms, hi!
dress, its cut, materials, and its carriage-in short a thousand de·
tails he displays are involved in fixing a man's social position at
every moment. Collectively a multitude of just such minor cir,
cumstances produce a total impression by which he is judged
)

"
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spontaneously and largely unconsciously. These are all qualifying factors placing him in oUr esteem. But we are ordinarily little
aware of the cultural basis of both -the characteristics he displays
and of our judgments of them. Of course no man is solely a bundle of the common habits of his kind. but displays his individuality. his personal ideals and aims. his imagination or ingenuity. It
is on these that we focus our attention when face to face. But the
fact remains that the great body of underlying factors. both in the
other man and in our reactions to him, have been culturedetermined.
Cultural circumstancing drives even deeper. Physiological
functions are affected by it, influenced as they are by our mode of
life. Respiration rate may be temporarily changed in the hurry of
our everyday activities, and this rate may even take on a long-time
character when adjusted to deep or shallow breathing in certain
occupations. It has been ampl~ demonstrated that the basal me·
tabolism of entire populations has been altered by a change in the
pace of life, and the pace of life. we know. is an essential aspect of
a culture as a whole.
Culture rules even our most intimate, private, and cherished
activities-those within our II)inds, which seemingly go on without reference to the outer world, Culture invades the privacy of
our dreams and fantasies. for "the stuff that dreams are made of'
is compounded of the experiences of everyday life, and'these, we
must maintain. are deeply tinged by the cultural r0l!tine of our
kind. Even those emotionally rich ~nd peculiarly private affairs.
the religious conversion experiences. have been shown to have
both their incidence and formulaic character given by the culture
in which they occur, The warrant for their validity is, in fact,
found in those evidences. which the group accepts.
Much more important are those hidden factors which channel
thought in fixed directions, and which, rarely rising into con·
sciousness, are taken for gr~nted, taken as immutable laws of the
nature of things and relations.

/
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For example, we in this culture are creatures of an all-eonsun:
ing concern with time. Our habi"ts, almost our every actiol
through the day, are fitted to the clock. So much are we the vic
tims of the pressure of time, of the necessity of speed to accon:
plish things, that we have an almost hysterical attitude towarl
time. This is a peculiarity of our civilization in the present age
Many other cultures are timeless-timeless not only in the sens
that they remain more or less static from generation to genen
tion, but, more important at this point, devoid of pressures fixel
by fleeting time. So much are we the victims of time, so ingrainel
is our conception of it, that we realize with a shock that time is
man-made concept projected on the universe. Nature knows onl
change. I am speaking not alone of time-reckoning, which is s
obviously an artificial construct, as its history so clearly shows, bu
time as a conceptualization of the flow of change. Its construe
character is inevitable in that any expression of time must hav
some selected starting point and mast indicate departure fror
that point by other selected units. \Ve have constantly the prot
lem of expressing an action in conjunction with a point in th
continuum of change.
Such indications of temporal position are embedde'd in ou
language, and every language, so far as I am aware, has a mech~
nism in its formal structure, i.e. its grammar, for indicating th
time of an action in an absolute sense or relative to some othe
action. That is, tense is one of the fundamental language cor
cepts; but the manner in which tense is expressed, and the strel
given it as less or more basic, varies widely from language to lar
guage. It is not implied here that time and tense are synonymoul
What I am asserting is that a basic conceptualization of time i
habitually expressed in every sentence uttered. In English gran
matical structure, time is expressed as a continuum, with the prel
ent as a shifting locus separating past and future in an absolut
sense. But in some other languages the corresponding segre
gation of experiences is in terms of completeness or incomplete
~
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ness of action, and in Dakota (Sioux) the temporal sequence is
given, not in an absolute sense, but only in the time relations of
the several clauses of the sentence.
There are comparable classifications of experience in all other
parts of language. The concept of possession expressed in English,
as Capell has pointed out, makes no distinction between separable and inseparable ownership, though "my head" and "my hat"
are not possessed in the same way. But in languages of the Pacific
there is a great nicety of discrimination of many differing kinds of
possession; in some there are a score of distinctive grammatical
devices for precise designation. Again, in the phrase "a black hat"
we treat "hat" as a substantive and "black" as its attribute. But in
other languages this may be reversed, since blackness can occur
only in specific forms such as a hat.
We cannot but believe that an English speaker and speakers of
these other tongues must inevitably approach a problem with,
quite different, and these subconscious, premises. I am not maintaining that the groupings of experience implicit in grammatical
structure are the same as those of thought, but that thinking is
unconsciously constrained and directed by such linguistic usages
-which is no news to the philosophers. The unvoiced concepts of
our language-provided as part of our culture-rule our every action of the day: we are unwitting slaves to predetermined patterns of logic, of ideals, and of aims, to an extent that we do not
even begin to comprehend.
I believe that some of our anthropologists and psychologists do
not fully realize what a subtle and permeating thing culture is.
Tests are sometimes given which are warranted free o~ the influence of differing cultural backgrounds. But Goodenough and
others have remarked on the unexpe~tedlydifferent connotations
of seemingly simple verbal directions for such tests. I ~ave myself
seen untutored natives, otherwise dexterous with their fingers,
mangle attempts to wield the unfamiliar pencil when asked to illustrate by simple-autfine drawing what they were describing in
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words. A pencil is a real tool whose control must be acquired. cu
anyone who has taught young children to write will testify. And
again. you and I are accustomed to taking tests or to answer con,
ciselyand promptly to questions, and to formulate our answers
We are thoroughly conditioned by cultural habits to the tasks sel
by tests. but to the native even the approach to a test may prove
a bewildering process. the motivation of wh~ch lies beyond hil
experience and desires.
There is nothing new in these observations. but it is surprisin~
how often psychologists overlook cultural subtleties in test situa
tions, and how field ethnologists fail to see the fundamentally diE
ferent approaches of persons steeped in other cultures. Indian
commonly play their gambling games so that one wins only in thl
sense that the other loses. It comes to the same thing in the end
as our own result, but the attitude is certainly reversed. Whet
partisans of a group of Maricopa Eootracers quickly draw a linl
across the path of the opposing runners, which becomes for thl
latter an impassable chasm only to be healed by a magical erasure:
we find difficulty in comprehending what their attitude may hi
and wonder if some psycho-motor block may not be involved
\Vhen we come to so subtle a thing as their concepts of the soul
of vital force, or the essence of individuality as they see it, a fiell
investigator must be doubly cautious and self-analytical to guan
against unwittingly projecting into the situation attitudes anl
sentiments unconsciously channeling his own thoughts.

may be looked on as an extension oE the body's capac
ities. To cite most obvious illustrations: a crowbar lends greate:
leverage than the hand alone can achieve: a rifle gives strikin~
power at a distance. Culture. in shoTt, is partly a kind oE adaptiv
mechanism for one's body in its contacts with the outside worle
But culture also has to do with mental and social, as well ~
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physical, survival. Knowledge transmitted through speech, picture, or print extends the range of an individual's solitary attempt to solve his problems of "living." Accepted social forms
channel the relations one man must assume to another. These devices/and procedures are all ready-formed t.ools for extending the
capacities of the individual. Culture, in short, is a sort of adaptive
mechanism for one's body in its contacts with the outside world,
both physical and social. But a good deal of cultural, as well as
purely personal, behavior is a surplus above the necessities for
biological survival. Herein we differ, apparently, from the lower
animals. Much of culture is nothing more nor less than an embroidery of life-play activity to satisfy esthetic urges or just plain
insatiable curiosity, or, to be a bit cynical, rules and regulations
just to annoy ourselves and give us something to do. I am not trying to be facetious, for I fully believe that much of culture is nothing more than a partly rationalized, derived form of the endless,
random, apparently unmotivated "monkeying" of the monkey,
that very characteristic which sets him apart from the lower
animals with their responses specifically aroused by particular
stimuli.

may be described as the socially moulded forms! of
innate capacities, and as such always has specific form. It is :its
forms, rather than their organic basis, that is the subject of most
of our inquiries. I cannot l~onceive of a man without culture: I
cannot imagine what nascent, uncanalized human behavior
would be li~e. Deprive me of English speech, tell me to use language, but not any known tongue, and you have asked an impossibility. It would be possible for me to sit or stand wit,hout assuming our prescribed, socially-accepted positions, to articulate
sounds, or to eat in some fashion different from the prevailing
mode. But beyond such limited activities, we cannot envisage
what uncultivated human behavior would be. Our activities are
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not sharply fixed by instinct: our bodies are capable of a wid(
variety of functions; human behavior is not set organically in defined patterns-yet behavior is always in the forms of set patterru
whether these be personal or socially given.
I have commented earlier on the specific forms taken by bodil1
attivities-gestures, posture, and other muscular habits. Let m~
offer a few examples from other segments of culture. In Moslen:
lands there is an infinite prescription of all the acts of everyda1
behavior, all given the warrant of religion. It is curious ho~
much of the Koran is given to specifying these regulations. There
are standards of esteem in each society which are fixed in stereo
types. Among Plains Indians there was a carefully graded systeIT
of war honors providing degrees of social achievement, anc
which, from our point of view, involve a curiously arbitrary sel
of values. In northwest California the social status of each persof
was fixed by the bride-price paid for his mother. An affront to an
other person or a breach of customary rights had a standard as
sessment value in "money" based on this statl;ls, so that a nice se
ries of adjustments between the statuses of complainant am
offender had to be made-all without any central politica
machinery.

of cultural behavior to hereditary constitu
tion-that is, to race-is obscure. Culture is operative within thl
limits and potentials of man's framework-his anatomical, physi
ological, and neural equipment. Although we know that therl
are differences among individuals, neither anthropologists no
psychologists have reached definite conclusions that average dil
ferences in bodily.equipment b,etween groups have appreciabl,
effect on their behavior patterns. The reason this is still uncel
tain is that the functioning of the various parts and organs of th
body is so variable. The tasks imposed by one culture are thu
feasible to persons of another community. I can learn to speal
THE R E LA T ION
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Hottentot. and a Hottentot English. to the manner born were he
or I brought up to it. Whether I manipulate my fingers to run a
trill on a piano. to repair the delicate mechanism of a watch. or to
achieve the perfection of some native basketry technique, is a
matter of indifference so far as the structure and potentialities of
my bodily make-up go. And it is our common knowledge that persons of other races successfully perform these tasks as well, given
that training which we ourselves have had. \Ve have come to the
conclusion that probably there are minor differences in the averages of racial groups with respect to their sensory and. neural
equipment-in such things as visual or auditory acuity~but it
must be underscored that even these differences have never been
proven. Such minor differences migl\t cumulatively have an effect
on the culture constructs of groups; but again. this has never been
demonstrated. Variability in functioning will forever obscure unassailable evidence that hereditary constitution, as between racial
groups. is a determinant of specific modes of thought and action.

c U L T U RES as a whole take form by accretion and internal
adjustment of their parts. Doubtless many people see t}"Ie building of a particular culture primarily as the result of internally
developed inventions. whether material or in the realm of ideas.
But this is not so: the growth and complexity results for the
greater part from imitation o.l traits of adjacent but differing cultures (a process labelled "diffusion") a\}d from an endless repetition of pauerns.
The consequences of diffusion ~re most obvious. In our ;own
day there has been rapid transmission of technology and ~ijeas
throughout the world. Other th~n the speed and the devices for
transmission there is nothing unique about this mechanism "of
culture accretion. In the Bronze Age of some three to four thousand years ago. for instance. the basic arts of metal working. the
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arch, cart and wheel, the plow, the important cereal crops, calendric systems, and writing, spread from Near Eastern sources
throughout Europe and Asia to form the foundation on which
the historic civilizations rose. There is not a single culture-our
own included-in which it cannot be demonstrated that the overwhelming mass of traits, or their historic bases, have been accreted by diffusion.
Years ago, having drawn up a reasonably rounded general ethnography of the Havasupai of Arizona, I set to isolating separable
elements to find those peculiar to these people. Though there
were hundreds of items, there was not a single one that was wholly
unique; but the important fact remained that the particq,lar assemblage of traits and their manner of integration was duplicated
in no other cultural community. Wissler has shown precisely the
same phenomenon for the Blackfoot of Canada and Birket-Smith
for the Eyak of Alaska, to name but two of the many surveys of
this kind.
This is eminently characteristic of, all cultures: basic elements
and details are shared with others over lesser or wider areas-indicative of historic relations among them-but the integrating
principles (while they too have commonly been diffused) are
never quite the same. Hence the uniqueness of a culture appears
,on inspection rather an illusion; for the most part it is the final
kaleidoscopic assemblage that is unique.
As a consequence of long ages of diffusion, there is not an infinite variety of cultures in the world. Rather, at any moment in
history we find a somewhat limited number of fundamental
forms. Th~se do not occur at random, either in time or space. It
is thus possible to define both a cultural tradition and the spatial
distribution of a common culture pattern. Native Africa contains
half a dozen such large areas of distinctive
culture; the 750 local
,
cultural communities of native North America fall into nine
major types, each occupying its sector of the continent.
It is a regularity of such areas of characterization (culture
)
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areas) that there is a nuclear group of peoples having a highly
distinctive culture surrounded in systematic fashion by variant
forms. In the central plains of North America were the buffalohunting, horse-mounted, semi-nomadic Indians familiar to us all.
But the mode of life depicted in these terms is that of the central
western plains; it was balanced by a group of tribes in the eastern
sector with a more sedentary existence conditioned by agricultural pursuits. West, north, and south there were comparable
variations. There were differences in every phase of life throughout the region, but at bottom these variations were built on a basis of common cultural behavior. Their basic identity is best seen
in the perspective of the continent as a whole: for all that they
- differ among themselves, collectively they stand apart from the
other cultures of the continent. Analogous systematic variation
can be demonstrated in the Chinese sphere or in that of Europe
in the days of classic Rome.

as a prime factor in the growth of cultures is the repetitive pattern. There are several concepts involved in our term "pattern": the total culture as a pattern for
the behavior of all participant individuals; a daily pattern, the
diurnal round of activities; a repetitive pattern which makes for
culture elaboration merely by the duplication of units; and an
associative or assimilative pattern by which elements of foreign
origin are amalgamated and assimilated into the whole culture
complex.
The repetitive pattern is well illustrated in the proliferation of
fraternal orders, religious cults, and Greek-letter societies among
ourselves. To know the secrets and rituals of one is to know them
'
i
all.
E QUA L L Y POT EN T

Academic classes, commencement exercises, and even faculty
meetings are all closely set forms. Cliches of speech, wise saws,
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proverbs, are endlessly repetitive of formal patterns. State consti
tutions in this country (other than in the colonial settlements)
follow a single form with a high degree of specification of goverJl
mental units and their functions. The bicameral legislatures £01
low the pattern of the two houses of Congress, which in tum wa:
patterned in part on the British Parliament.
Other cultures show the same type of repetition by patterning
Years ago Rivers published a volume on the Todas of southen
India, a large part of which was given over to detailed descriptiOI
of 'rituals connected with the dairy herds. If he had noted tha
there were only two fundamental patterns-the rituals of the pri
vate and of the community herds-he could have condensed hi
several hundred pages into very few. Thirty years ago I recordec
the songs of the Klamath Indians of Oregon. Song-text inventiOi
was a lively art among them, but instead of a large number of di!
crete forms" I found I could sum up the majority in five sonl
formulas.
It cannot be too strongly emphasized that much of the seeminl
richness and complexity of cultures is simply the consequence 0
repeated applications of a pattern for behavior. And reRection 01
this leads one again to remark on the paucity of imagination an~
inventiveness and the strong tendency to let precedents prevail

,;

shown that there are patterns for culturCl
assimilation, that is, configurations of association groups. Th
acquisition of elements from other cultures is not merely mechar
ical accretion. The new traits are adapted, revalued, and inte
grated into the existing corpus of traits. This is, of course, n
more than the normal assimilation in mental association grouf
in the individual. These patterns or integrating principles ma
be most easily factored out where the cultures are sharply strm
tured. But in most cultures such principles seem to be diffuse, an
I T
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hence elusive and difficult to define. DuBois has given an excellent example in the wealth concept as an integrating principle
among those northwest Californian Indians to whom I previously
referred. Much of the coherence of behavior in these groups can
be explained in terms of this factor; but the author very properly
cautions against assuming that this single concept explains the
whole of their culture or even all facets of their social life.
Phrased somewhat differently, the search for these integrating
principles becomes an attempt to appraise the character and kind
of cultures as wholes. By far the most objective of such attempts
has been Opler's delineation of themes, the nucleating or integrating concepts threading through
, th~ specific items ol a culture.
Such a procedure has far more validity than the purported conceptualization of a people's ethos which attempts to give a simple
formulation in one swoop. The latter turns out to be essentially
evaluating schemes. Not only are they far from objective as a rule,
but they put emphasis on only one facet, seemingly selected-per.
haps subconsciously-by the proponent's social philosophy.
We have also more or less precise knowledge of other elements,
conditioning culture forms. Such are the categories of experience
embedded in a language, which provide a world'philosophy; the
clustering of non-logical elements by random association, as in
totemism; the transmission of trait complexes with differential
selection.

••

of investigations in cultural, anthropology have
lain in two fields. One...,.is essentially historical: here belongs the
whole body of archaeology, together with the inferential reconstructions from ethnographic evidence. The other inquiries are
primarily descriptive and comparative tfobservations of '"existing
cultures. Very little of this research (including my own) bears \
directly on our core subject, the nature of culture. But this is un·
derstandable since the data we must use can only be assembled

THE B U L K
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by long, laborious, and costly excavations or field inquiries. \Vc
can envy the chemist who can call on a supply house for his rea
gents and who has only the rarer compounds to concoct for him
self, or the psychologist who, assuming all men are equivalent
can pluck a sample from the population about him.
Anthropology is a non-experimental field. It is not given to u
to manipulate whole bodies of people. And if we could fom
them to a new cultural mold, we could never restore them tc
., their pre-experimental condition. Nor is there such a thing as :
cultureless group, save newborn infants, with whom we migh
experiment. The situation is analogous to much of astronom~
geology, and phylogenetic studies where the final products ar
given and which are also the result of specific historic circum
stances which must be factored out. The procedures open to 1J
are of two kinds: we may find situations where whole populatioll
have been moved to new social or physical surroundings; (J
where a new industrial or social regime has been imposed fror
the outside. Ordinarily our procedure for seeking uniform
ties of culture-conditioned behavior and its manner of chang
must rely on comparison. We may make such "experiments i
thought," as Lowie calls them, by choosing cases, which are n<
historically linked, but which have common elements, and the
observe the concomitant variations. Or, for those more intereste
in processes of change rather than functional interrelations, \\
can compare the variants at two successive points in the develol
ment of culture forms. We are confronted throughout with
seeming paradox. Our unit of discourse has to be the cultur
group, yet our attention must gravitate constantly from group I
individual since our concern is with behavior as manifested i
individuals-but individuals as members of groups.
Ther~ have been attempts to quantify culture data and hand
. them by statistical devices with the aim of establishing systemal
resemblances and interrelations. I believe this is not only becau
some individuals become enamoured of statistical tools-the 1J
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of which is not justified here, given the uncertain character of the
original units-but because there is a feeling that there is a necessary superiority in quantifying. But quantifying, let me remind
you, tends to wipe out those qualities which give individuality to
the units, qualities which may be more significant than the substratum of characters common to a group of traits. We must be
very much on our guard against spurious imitation of procedures
legitimate enough in the physical sciences. A statement' of cominon occurrence of disparate traits-a first-order association-is
about ~ll that gives valid results. And such results are not open to
the challenge that interpretation has entered at some state in the
calculations. At best calculations can be performed only on an as
, if basis, ignoring incompatible elements in the units.

constantly has the problem of finding
his place and role within the framework of behavior patterns
fixed in his society. Reversely this may be phrased as the varying
expre.ssion of culture forms as found in various individuals.
There are few serious studies in this direction. Some attention has
been given to innovators and leaders, particularly religious innovators, but the bulk of these inquiries has gone into back-handed
studies of personality. On the one hand they have not been disengaged very far from the particular cultural and social circumstances; on the other, lacking in stringency and self-criticism, the
investigators leave many of us with the uneasy f~eling that little
more has been done than provide illustration 9f the gospel according to Freud, Jung, or some more modern prophet.
I had always supposed that personality had something to do
with individualiry, but it seems not if we are to judge by what
some anthropologists formulate in their studies of personality.
There has been some success in o~tlining the modal personality
of the carriers of a particular culture, portraying, as Kroeber has
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d~e\for the Walapai of western Arizona, a generalized individual. his customary habit patterns, his seeming motives and
ideals. But all too frequently these modal personalities as depicted for us seem very much like equivalents of the stock characters
of stage and novel-the stage Irishman, the lovesick maiden, and
so on. Although such normative characterizations may prove of
some value to the psychiatrist and psychoanalyst, it does not
appear to me that the study of personality is a field for the
anthropologist.
A quite fictitious kind of culturally-determined personality was
presented to us y~ars ago by Benedict. From ethnographic accounts of norms of cultural behavior she drew up pictures of individuals who, as average persons, acted throughout according to
these standard forms. This was done without any investigation of
the actual deeds and thought of people living in these cultural
milieus. These constructs are as fictitious as the "economic man"
of the economists: there may be no individuals in these communities who actually behave as the normative picture would have it.
Add to this that these concoctions were then interpreted in psychological terms, and it was assumed that then we knew the psychic character of all persons living in one or the other of these
culture groups. These pictures of Zuni, Plains, and Northwest
Coast Indians were so intriguing that they beguiled many non·
anthropologists, but I must add that they were greeted with great
sceptic~sm by my professional br~thren.
Undoubtedly one of the fertile fields for investigation would
be the relative roles of consciousness and the unconscious in th(
various parts of culture. I ·do not believe it is necessary to involv(
oneself in any of the fashionable theories of the unconscious, bUl
rather that sober progress is to be made by a first-level inquirysimply. which items of thought and action operate with con
sciousness and which relatively subconsciously.
Where there is an objective expression of thought pattems-~
machine, a table-consciousness is maximal, and correspondingl,
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purposeful changes are made for efficiency or embellishment.
The object itself serves as a repository of new ideas put into concrete form. This undoubtedly accounts for the way in which tangible culture-contrivances and the like-have accumulated at an
accelerated rate through the centuries, far outstripping developments in the social and moral world.
On the other hand, the flow of speech is about as unconscious
as progression by walking. Only the aim or purpose of the phrase
is directed by a flickering consciousness: the points of articulation are cared for mechanically by fixed motor habits of the
mouth parts. Only when there is a momentary pause for the right
word, or a muscueing of the tongue so that there is a mistake of
pronunciation, does consciousness momentarily light the scene.
It is largely in connection with the unconscious segmentit of behavior that emotions reign and that there is greatest stability in
culture. \Vitness the tenacity with which some of our most cherished views are held-views which are rarely subjected to thoroughgoing analysis by most of us. To be sure there have been
changes in our religions from the more formulaic and ritualized
to rationalization in terms of ethical ideals. But in many parts of
culture there are irrational elements heavily charged with emotion. Through the ages there has been re-evaluation: as a young
novelist (Winifred Holtbie) put it, "If the growth of civilization
means anything, it means the gradual reduction of the areas ruled
by chance," ruled by the illogical and the unproven. And Boas
long ago remarked that 'while there has been a progressive elimination of irrational elements, the emotional.charging of culture
is not less.

are ever changing: emphases shift, aims and
attitudes acquire new meanings and values. The changes are by
no means always toward the more rational-we have witnessed
some strange political and economic developments in recent decC U L T U RES
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ades. But while there are diverse directions of cultural change. ~(
have every reason to expect an orderly growth of cultures. orderl,
in the sense that new forms unfold from antecedent states withoul
discontinuity. So constant are the fundamentals of cultural be
havior in all those cases we have analyzed that we can permit our
selves to forecast-in a modest way-what new forms. or hereto
fore undiscovered forms. there will be.
There are many fields in which prediction is taken as an inde,
of the extent to which uniformities are known. But it must be
remembered that the order of prediction varies from field to field
as well as within a field. In every case. from physics to anthropolo
gy. we are dealing with probabilities. not with certainties.
We can predict. within limits. the behavior of members of thi
audience tomorrow because we are certain of the fixity of thei
habits. I do not think that overnight they will speak in othe'
tongues or cease to follow their customary pursuits in their habit
ual fashion. Again. it is quite possible to forecast the kind of non
logical elements that will cluster in our religious or economi,
complexes. but their exact phrasing is much more difficult t~
state.
Prediction of the expectable in cultures is one of the most valu
able tools of the anthropologist. For instance, there are many gap
in our world-coverage of culture types, but we can interpolat
and predict the behavior patterns of an uninvestigated grouf
Here we rest not only on a universal pattern for all cultures-al
have a basic subsistence economy. social form. language, etc.-bu
we know too the type of interrelations to be found in the area
distribution of culture forms. And quite obviously, the more w
know of the adjacent peoples the more precisely we can predi(
what is likely to occur within the gap and can determine, in fid
inquiries, the subtle variations of these local forms.
It is our knowledge of points of tension, the fixity of thougl1
patterns, the selectivity and integration that govern the acquis
tion of novelties, that has made it possible for anthropologists t
l
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assist in directing the aid now provided for undeveloped nations.
But it should be clear that 'prediction is more uncertain with respect to those unusual social experiments than it is where developments have followed traditional trends.
I have tried to make it clear that the vast body of experiences
with divergent types of cultural behavior makes the anthropologist acutely aware of the force and quality of even the most trivialseeming social habit. Hour reasoning is correct it should have appeared that all g~neric, fundamental human capacities are always
moulded into fixed forms and can occur in no other way. And it'
is these forms which provide the basis of our personal behavior,
which we prize so highly because it is ours and ours alone. And
yet to the man from Mars that science-fiction tells us of, these individualized ways would seem but minor deviations of common
patterns. It would be preposterous, of course, to ignore the
uniqueness of the individual, but equally we cannot ignore the
forms into which cultures shape our natures.
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THE BEST CHESS IN CUERNAVACA
headquarters in Cuernavaca. Sam Wallac~
discovered. was a little barber shop on Matamoros Avenm
not far from the main square. It was across the street from
the Quo Vadis funeral parlor.
When Sam arrived in Cuernavaca for a three months' stay h«
walked several times around the square looking for a game 01
chess. He found dominoes in a cafe. played on marble-toppec::
tables. but no chess. He had played dominoes once on a visit tc
North Carolina, but chess was his game.
Not that he was a master. He was not even an A player. Oncl
when he was young and had been serious about chess he playec
at the Marshall Chess Club in New York. He had been rated a I
player, and in twenty-four years of playing he had not advancec
his rating. Long ago he gave up working at chess. He played ono
a week with an old friend, also a B player. and with his nephewl!
most of whom had been discharged from the service with a goo<
working knowledge of the game. As his ambitions in chess dimin
ished his dependence upon the game increased. Now that he wa
to live for three months in a country whose language he did no
speak. his first wish was to find a chess game.
He had no luck unttI the day his car was halted on Matamoro
by traffic. Matamoros is a narrow one-way street. with building
so close to the curb that Sam was able to see from his car into th
barbershop. Opposite the barber chairs was a small table at whicl
two Mexicans sat playing chess. Sam parked his car on a sid
street and wt.Iked back.
The chess game was still in progre~s when Sam went inside. ]
required, he thought, he would have a haircut. That proved nc
to be necessary. No barber went to stand behind his chair whe'
Sam entered. Those not playing were watching the game.

lJ
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Sam was puzzled by the pieces at first. The king and queen of
the crude hand-carved chess set were the same size and shape. He
soon saw that to distinguish them a moonstone was set in the head
of the king, and the queen had a ruby eye.
One of the players was the proprietor. He was called Rufino, or
more often Maestro. He played a nice game, although he was certainly not a book player. \\'hat he lacked in slow development
he made up in imaginative attack and ingenious defense. The
knights were his favorite pieces and he played them brilliantly.
When the game was over Sam, because of his limited Spanish,
expressed his admiration simply 1 by raising his arm staunchly.
somewhat like the picture on the box of Arm & Hammer soda.
This pleased the maestro, and he directed a flood of Spanish at
Sam, then summoned Antonio, the shoe shine boy, to interpret.
"Play, please," translated Antonio, touching first Sam then the
maestro.
Sam hesitated. It was clear that the barber shop chess was very
different from his, and he preferred to study their game a little
longer before he played. At that moment, to his relief, a customer
came to engage the services of the maestro. But when the maestro
took up his shears the youngest barber, a youth of eighteen, challenged Sam. There was no way to refuse graciously, so Sam
accepted.
He was disturbed by the bantering talk and laughter which
continued after the game started. But as it turned out, the young
barber's game was so unsound that little concentration on Sants
part was necessary. A second barber took the place of the defeated one. The game became more serious and the room became
noisier. The watchers now offered advice to the barber. Sam
didn't understand what they said bu. it was clear they were all
playing the barber's game.
All except the maestro. Suddenly he left his chair and customer
to come to the table to stand by Sam and counsel him. Sam ignored him-he would have done the same if he had understood
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Spanish. So the maestro boldly picked up Sam's queen and, moved
it.
Sam wanted to resign the game. It was bad enough to be
coached, but exasperating during a game he was winning. He
had been working toward a nice end-game, and the maestro's
move had the effect of hurrying the play to a more brilliant
conclusion.
The interference was unpardonable. Yet he found himself forgiving the maestro when roughly, in imitation of Sam's Arm &
Hammer gesture, he raised Sam's arm ab'ove his head and cried,
.. Maestro I"
"Maestro, maestrol" the other barbers echoed.
Following this general acknowledgment of Sam's skill the
maestro-Rufino, that is-brushed aside the defeated barber and
challenged Sam. The maestro smiled, his smile conveying that he
hadn't much chance with a superb player like Sam, but it would
be a treat to be beaten by him. The maestrQ's manner was so ingratiating that Sam telt for the first time properly welcomed to
Mexico. He was glad to be there. He did not mind when the
maestro beat him roundly.
After the maestro had mated Sam twice he held up three fingers. "Tres," he begged for a third victory.
,Sam shook his head. "You're too good for me."
Antonio flew forward to translate this compliment which, meager as it was, pleased the maestro.
The last barber now challenged Sam. "Shek-mal in qualro," he
I
,
J
<.
boasted.
Sam opened with the king's gambit, and when the barber an·
swered incorrectly Sam got control ~f
, the center.
The maestro was delighted.
I

Sam went almost every day to the barber shop. The barbers had
taken over his gesture of approval and often greeted him with
that sign he had brought to their small mutual language.
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After a week he had caught onto the maestro's game, sometimes
beat him and often had a draw. Sam tried out some original openings on the maestro. He threw him into consternation for a week
with the Hoboken gambi~, until the maestro found the answer.
The maestro then tried it out on General Torres, stationed at
the local anny post, when he came in for a game. The general was
a dull, thick man whom even the youngest barber could mate.
Because of his rank he ~ shown a patient respect at the chess
board which his game did not merit.
Sam got to the barber shop of mornings after a stop at the post
office for his mail, followtd by a cup of coffee on the %ocalo. He
played all the barbers, he played the general when required to, he
played the North Americans who dropped in from time to time.
He even played Antoni<x
Antonio was ten years old and proud of the fact that he could
set up a chess hoard and knew the moves. His duties were few. He
shined shoes. He ran to whisk off each customer as he rose from
a barber's chair, and although he brushed vigorously he never
once, to Sam's knowledge, received a tip. He swept up the hair
from the floor-astonishingly luxuriant as it lay in black clumps
around the barber's chair. At any time when the chess hoard was
without players Antonio was almost certain to be unoccupied.
He sat down immediately in one of the chairs and lifting one
chess piece after another in his small brown fingers, he dropped
each like a challenge onto its square until the board ~as set up.
Then he turned to Sam, pointed him out and said, "You."
"Me?" Sam would ask with surprise, although he was the only
one who ever played Antonio.
The boy always gave Sam first move.-In the beginning Sam had
insisted that they follow the convention and draw for this advantage, but Antonio would not ·allow it. "You, please," he said
firmly. And Sam moved first.
They played through a game solemnly, with Sam warning
him from time to time that a piece was in danger. "No, no," Sam
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would say, and point out a less disastrous move. To repay San
for this courtesy Antonio moved more deliberately, in imitatiOl
of Sam. The barbers seldom contemplated the board.
On the famous day that the chess master from Monterrey cam
in Sam played Antonio twice. After the first game was over SaIl
went to the maestro's chair for a haircut, a choice which as usua
brought a sorrowful look to the faces of the other barbers.
Antonio carried on one of his favorite conversations with SaIl
during the haircut.
"You have cochel" asked Antonio.
They had been over this ground before, and Antonio kne'
very well that Sam had a car. Sam answered as usual, "Teng
coche."
"What class?"
"Chevrolet."
"Chevvy?" Antonio appeared to give this some thought. "Wh,
year?"
"195 2 ."
Amonio was never much impressed. Each time he introduce
the name of another car. That day he said, "Cadillac is good."
"Cadillac's all right," Sam conceded.
"Cadillac's okay," Antonio said gravely.
It was then that the chess master arrived.
He was not a master in the sense that Steiner is one or Marsha
was one. But he was certainly a top A player.
He was a thin, wiry ma~ who moved into the small room Wil
a cold authority that was unusual among the Mexicans Sam hel
known. When he entered there was a subtle change in the manDi
of all the barbers. The maestro seemed unusually intent upc
his barbering, which made Sam a little fearful for his hair. I-:
conveyed to the maestro that with the arrival of a personage tI
final niceties of the haircut could be skipped. But the maestl
continued to dawdle.
The chess master sat down at the board. Barbers not engage

.
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in actual haircutting busied themselves at tasks obviously unnecessary. The chess master took out a box of Delicados cigarett~s, tapped one on the table a~d then snapped his fingers for a
light.
-,
The room was so small that everyone' in it was already aware
that the chess master needed a match. Also, the custom was to hiss
for attention, not to snap.
Antonio ran to his shoe shine box for a match but ~ound none.
No barber offered a lighter. Sam took a book of matches from his
pocket and held it out to Antonio. The chess master;gave no sign
to Sam that he was indebted to him for a light, and after he lit his
cigarette he pocketed the matches. The barbers glared at the chess
master, and Antonio gave Sam a stricken look. A book of matches
is no small thing in Mexico.
Sam recalled that North Americans who visited the barber
shop had spoken of a man from Monterrey who played fine chess.
People from Monterrey were traditionally regarded as sharp

r

.

,

.

traders.
After the maestro could no longer find a halT of Sam s to tTlm
he slowly rubbed a tonic smeUing of tube roses into his scalp,
then powdered him interminably with a prickly brush. Just before he had finished with Sam, General Torres came in. The
general sat down opposite the chess master, who agreed indifferently to a game.
Sam saw at once that there was going to be no quick exchange
of pieces or brilliant knight-work. It was straight positional chess.
\Vhen the general offered the c~ess master an exchange of bishops
he refused. He pulled back rather than exchange, and quickly set
: about developing his game. The general soon admitted defeat.
During the game,the barbers-stepped forward to watch,'but offered no advice. The game over, they r~turned to their chairs.
The maestro opened a large basket of lqnch. It was brought to
him each noon by his young son, bU,t this was the first time Sam
had ever seen it opened. The maestro rolled a leathery tortilla,
~

i'
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which he took from a stack in the basket. He dipped it into a
piquant sauce and ate it slowly with no sign of pleasure.
Finally the general left. The chess master then turned coolly to
Sam and said he would like a game with him. Sam tried to decline
but the barbers would not let him. They gave him little shoves
toward the board and assured him by their manner that for him
this would be a cinch.
When Sam sat down the barbers were all smiling. They leaned
against him to watch. The opening moves were scarcely over
when Sam was in a losing position. One of the barbers advised
Sam to castle. and the chess master snapped his fingers for silence.
By the middle of the game Sam hadn't a chance. The barbers
were slower in admitting defeat for him.
It was a great disappointment to them to see Sam beaten by
the chess master. Quite outclassed, Sam refused to playa second
game.
The master sat alone, smoked endlessly, refused a shoe shine
from Antonio and took no part in the desultory conversation of
the barbers.
After a while the chess master was out of cigarettes. The barber
shop had no license to sell them, Antonio was busy shining Sam's
shoes. and barbers do not run errands. After snapping his fingers
twice. the chess master went himself.
~
Sam was not aware that the chess master expected to return.
He saw that the chess board was not in use and pointed this oue
to Antonio. The boy dropped his shoe shine brush into his bmc
and darted to the chess board. He set it up with the usual chal
lenging thumps. He had just finished when the chess mastel
returned.
The chess master saw Antonio sitting alone at the board and at
once suspected a joke at his ex.pense. He glanced from Antonic
to the barbers for confirmation. At that moment Antonio, look
ing directly at the chess master and smiling. snapped his fingers'
Its effect upon the barbers was instantaneous. Their withheld
I
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laughter burst out and filled the room. A boy challenging a master-it brought fresh peals of laughter.
The chess master stood at the door for a few seconds, growing
sharper by the second, and the barbers grew younger, as young as
Antonio.
Sam walked over to the board and sat down opposite Antonio.
The boy bestowed the first move upon Sam and Sam accepted
without protest.
Then the maestro came to the board and lifted Sam's and Antonio's arms above their heads. "Maestros'" he proclaimed.
The barbers laughed until their eyes swelled with tears.
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says Unamuno, "that I like the droop,
ing, livid, bloody, wounded Christs of Spain ... Am I bar.
barous? I do not know. I also like the gloomy Virgins, dis
figured by grief." This Spanish Christ, he adds, is savage by birth
"he was born in Tangiers. Perhaps he is an African Christ." Anc
that is why-although in his characteristically inexplicable wa;
Unamuno chose the timeless Christ-beyond-suffering of Velaz
quez as the Christ to whom he would address himself-it is th~
magical, protean, primeval, Jewish Christ of the sorrows 'whc
emerges in his metaphysical litany. And nothing, perhaps, coule
be more foreign to Anglo-Saxon eyes and ears. So that it may no
be due simply to publishers' reasons of state that in the U.S. noth
ing is known of the well-known Spanish philosopher as poetthough poet he is preeminently. The great publishing house
'have not brought out this talent, and perhaps there is some e}j
cuse on other than aesthetic grounds. For on the latter there j
none. In any case, the lack is now remedied by a university presl
If Unamuno does not here match the clear genius of the Velal
quez frontispiece, he is nevertheless one of the most intriguin
minds of the age, and, like Spain herself, he has something orig
nal to say about a way of life'. It would ~e a scatter-brained task t

1

M US Teo N F E S S ,"

JJ

The Christ of Velazquez, by Miguel de Vnamuno. Translated by Eleanor TUTl
bull. Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1951. 132 pp. $2·50.
POt'fflS, by Miguel de llnamuno. Translated by Eleanor Turnbull. Baltimore: TI
Johns Hopkins Press, 1952. 225 pp. $3·50.
I
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attempt cursorily to "place" him: something like placing Zarathustra or Socrates as literary men; and not only because Unamuno is a spokesman, an image (and imaginary) of the Spanish con·
sciousness, but more especially because, by dint of Spartan effort,
he managed to stay clear of all the depots and entrepots of literature. Some critics have cited his "universal reading" and commentary on European literature (and of whom but a Spaniard, or
an Irishman, would that be so important?) as evidence of his impulse to europeanize Spain. Others speak of his patent urge to reafricanize the peninsula. The truth is that he spoke his everchanging mind as fearlessly as Emerson urged un individualistic
Yankees to do, and as heedless of the consequences, or the charge
of illogic.
His "wide reading" notwithstanding, his verse (especially in
translation) can scarcely be said to echo the centuries of poetic
experience in the Romance languages. Poetry as a craft is not his
point of departure. If he is a poet in the larger sense, he is not in
the traditional, technical sense a poet at all. Compared to the
Proven~al verse produced not far from his native Basque country
his poetry is inelegant; and, though Catalan literature is more
like Spanish in that it tends to be less fqrmal and "formed" than
Proven~al, Unamuno would pI:obably have taken no honors in
the competition of a classic Catalan "Jocs Florals" (it is natural
that he looked with mistrust upon Catalan as a language of "literary. effusion ") .
Flee from the faultless,
from the perfected;
no, let nothing be finished,
nothing complete;

and,
Reed, my wild redi,
do not become a flute,
stay wild!
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Still, the Spanish have proven themselves the most authentic of
anarchists, and from the picaresque novel to the architecture of
Gaudf they have managed to assimilate all manner of formlessness. Writers of a certain type seem often in great haste to set their
work down; and in this connection one recalls the loud Arablike conversation of Spain, where interruption or two voices at
once ornament any discussion. Unamuno excuses his recluse's
urge to talk by decrying too much distillation of thought. He has
no special style, he says, for his books "speak like men." And, as
another modem Spaniard, Juan Ram6n Jimenez, phrases it, "he
who writes as he speaks will go further in the long run than he
who writes as one writes." In his impatience with style Unamuno
recalls those scholars who (according to one early historian)
caused the decline of respectable medieval Latin by "speaking il
hideously"-such was their intellectual excitement and impa·
tience for the new ideas. Yet, speaking as he speaks, and not or
namentally in a traditionally "Hispanic" manner, Unamunc
emerges as one of the clearest voices in Spanish verse.
May my name be strong as flint
resisting the rust of the ages
Thou'gh he liked the blood painted on Spanish images, he was a:
suspicious of literary embellishment as a Puritan of stained glass
. And, like the Hebrew poets, he didn't mind repeating a simpll
thought until it became a refrain, childish or magical. He speak
monotonously not only of elementary emotions, but also of thl
"death of death," and "the All of man trembling at the edge 0
Nothing." It is the thought which must get ,through; and it is th
thought which will strike the non-Spaniard, for good or ill.
Most frequently misunderstood is his attitude toward death. II
a verse addressed to the city of Salamanca ipe sets forth one aspec
of it:
A dream of not dying thou dost instil

into those who drink thy refreshing calm,
a dream of not dying-which is called worship of death.
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~The last ironic complaint might be addressed to those Orange-

f

r

men of the Nonh who pr-etend that passionate curiosity about
death is the same as mere sensual fascination. It may be true
that Unamuno is quixotic in contending at all with such a foe,
but decadently fascinated 'he is not. The world of constant pain
is the teal world for him, but pain is not an end. For the knowledge of sorrow leads to tru~h, an existential truth: "The -Christ
of Velazquez is forever dying, without actually dying, in order
to .infuse us with life." And Unamuno's genius is to know death
like the torero knows the bull; and the bull is to be killed, sacrificed by the will of a real man, "J ust as a good Chris.tian Spaniard
in the good old days really used to kill an infidel dog."
This inverted Sephardic Spanishness ("Men must learn to
weep in common in the temples") , this Moorish scholar's call to
a kind of action of gesture by a nation living in "warlike idleness," has led, by a logic of its own, to the high point of European
existentialist poetry: Mientras viva, Senor, la duda dame, and, La
pena de vivir llevando al Todoj jtemblando ante da Nada, and,
Es el dolor del drbol de la vidaj jla savia vigorosa!2 In the miracle
of living death, where we are "dreamed by God," our knowledge
of death gives rise to art, to the beauty in our gesture of existing
("so that we may live in such a manner as to deserve immortality") ,and to the intellectual agony which is our glory.
Death is the sustenance of life,
and doubt the food of faith.
Unamuno's fierce feeling of himself, of being himself and no
other living being, allows of no ethereal
vagaries about the beau,
ties of the tomb. He has an Islamic will to survive personally: it is
not his soul alone he wishes to see perpetuated, but, like a wild
Berber, he ,~ants to be "nothing less than a complete man" on the
other side of the tomb. There is no Brother Assl here, no disdain
• "While J live. 0 Lord, give me dou,bt," and, "The sorrow of living bearing the
AlIj jtrembling before the Nothing," and. "Sorrow is the sap, the strong and heallh.
givingj jsap of the tree of life."
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of the body. For the body is to the soul like the chalice to the sacred wine and sacramental wafer. It is not pleasant to think of its
being left behind. Nor can the poet imagine that Christ felt differently. For the soul is united to the body by a "marriage of
love," and, after Christ is crucified and the marriage is sundered,
the soul
gazes back at its comrade body, left hanging
from the nails, in the clutches of the cross,
and seeing it there grows sad with love.

For,
How without its body
will it be able to bathe in the sun?
Where will it catch the light?

How often in our world of folklore elevated to the status of
literature and even metaphysic is there as fresh a draught of "real·
ism" to be found as in the plain "Let the people sleep" section of
the essay La vida es sueiio?3 The medieval world had no conception of Justice in our sense, but the considered rejection of the
entire notion is possible only now, after watching its operation
for years:
Let justice be rejected
for it's a poor thing
that kills the heartl
, , , grace and sacrifice
are fruit of love,
of love, not justice,

\

There is none of the Puritan's self-debasemem either:
Forgive yourself!
If you forgive not self
God will not forgive you,
,

;

a "Let the people sleep and dream their slow, dark, monotonous dream of a gOO<J
life! Don't sacrifice them to progress-for God's sake, don't sacrifice them to prog
ress'" Quoted by Anuro Barca in his l'namuno, New Haven: Yale l'niversit) Press
195 2. p. 23·
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In the welter of sorrow, the asceticism of pain, there is love; and
the greatest love is the impulse to self-love on the part of the hu,man beloved of this Christ painted by Velazquez.
There is stoical "realism" too, in
.
abrazate al dolor eternizado,
abrazate ... y callal
and,
es el dolor eternilado el unico
que cura del que mata.·
In reality despair is one of the deep sources of strength. Unamuno quotes Ibsen's Brand with great satisfaction: 'The victory of
victories,' Brand shouts, 'is to lose everything.' And he himself
writes:
Enter into your sorrow and in it
work to weed out the chaff.
Not only the metaphysically real, but the obvi_ously unreal too
furnishes Unamuno material for imagery nowadays not much encountered. In the Christ, the body on the cross is compared poem
by poem with such entities as the dove, an amphora, a door, a
serpent, a ladder; with wine, linen, and blood, with the eagle,
black cloud and bullock, with a rose, a boat and a beam. The actual images range from: "our souls, Samaritans with six husbands,/ /foolish concubines of knowledge" which the blood of
Christ "puffs up and comforts"; to: the figure of Christ as a lion
in the arena, pursuing a beloved soul, who awaits in terror its
destiny, "which is to eat Thee, ~o be by Thee eaten."
Unamuno is certainly an idolater.
identifies himself with
Moses and his "brazen serpent} /held on high as a banner on the
way through the wilderness." The brass serpent acted as antidote
for all "those who were bitten by fiery serpents and scorpions,"

He

• "'Embrace eternal sorrow/ /embrace ... and be silent!" and, "'the endlessne&S of
sorrow! lis the only cure which cures in killing."'
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. and the poet now raises before us the cross upon which hangs a
"white serpent," the naked Christ, who heals whoever "looks
with passionate eyes":
Thou, white dragon
............. hanging there on the Tree
of Death, Thou dost gather all the venom
of earthly sorrow.

The brass image absorbed the venoms of exile; and so the cross,
"the sorrow that is made eternal, the sorrow that lasts forever,"
encompasses all sorrows. The cross is death. To think of death is
to still all lesser sorrows. The cross, death, Hves forever. The idol
of death is the idol of life. One must believe and must live forev~r. In these assorted maxims might this poetic Christolatry (all
the more idolatry for lacking a theology) be summed up. In the
end, Unamuno's feelings are mixed: one must insist on life in
death. And sorrow becomes a way of life on a principle as simple
as a child's rule-of-thumb: a hounding pain drives away all aches.
In the face of annihilation, who could not endure any privation?
Better to be damned than to perish utterly.
Either sorrow or nothingness!

The seat of ennobling sorrow is love, the conqueror of death.
You did learn to read your love in the pupils
of my thirsting eyes, and in the calm golden
afternoons of autumn did learn of grief.

In the long sequence entitled Por dentro (which might have been
subtitled Marriage to Pain), there is the'rather perverse description of a strange birth of sorrow through love. The poet asks his
beloved to remain silent, so she may mutely allow sorrow to well
up from her heart, mount to her lips, 'where she can taste it and
pass it like foam into his mouth, that both may savor its fruit ill
song.
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Let us marry our griefs in silence
and from this wedding perchance there may spring
consoling fruit ...
. . . the intimate sweetness
of the juice of the fruit
that grief bears within itself when by marriage
it attains to fertility through love.
And love creates life. And even death
... death is long,
long as love I
And
It was through love we did learn of death

In the poem En una ciudad extranjera, a stranger i.n the city
street is witness to various kinds of love. Compassion is aroused
by the hand of a beggar. Next, he watches two lovers cross his
path:
Triunfa en ella la vida;
el aire que respira vuelve humano ...
Y el a su lado
no cabe en s{ 'Y a todos nos anima . ..
Al bordearlos se sienten cuantos pasan
mds humanos, mds buenos

In her, life triumphs;
the air she breathes turns human ...
He at her side cannot contain himself,
he animates us all ...
Passing by them we feel that all who pass
are better and more human.
A mother, with her child at her breast, goes by:
La manecita al cuello

de su fuente de vida
mira aDios cara a cara 'Y se sonTl'e
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His tiny hand rests on the throat
of his fountain of life,
as he looks at God face to face and smiles.
Suddenly:
Pasa una {lor humana
de colores chillones ...
carnes a todo sol y acres perfumes
de bosque en sementera.
Brinda a todos su cdliz., luego se aja,
sin dar semilla ...
La que chupa los tuetanos
con La inconciencia torpe deL pecado.

A human flower passes

in screaming colors ...
flesh bare to the sun, and acrid perfume
of a grove at seed-time.
She offers to all her calyx; then withers,
without bearing her seed ...
she who sucks out the marrow
with a lewd unconsciousness of her sin.
But love in any form is good; even ridiculously impractica
love (as far·fetched as the Quixote's love for Dulcinea) and Una
muno champions it at every turn against reason.
The only fear is lack of love. In his Letter to a Writer Unamu
no speaks of "the most excruciating of all spiritual torments, tha
of being unable to love. It is sad not to be loved, but it is sadde
not to be able to love. And there are souls that want love and car:
not give it, the victims of a racking, burning, shriveling drought.
The love he speaks of is embodied, real; even divine love i$ a
tumescent as profane love, it is felt viscerally, even where it i
death which surrenders to love:
The wnotlsman death
with his axe uprooting our tree of knowledge,
out of it did fashion thy cross of pain,
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as one fashions an instrument of torture,
and on it, gasping for his breath, he went
to die in thine arms, made rigid by love!

A bilingual edition of verse can be full of rewards for the
reader. Among the chief pleasures is the variation on a theme provided by a good rendition of a good original: when all goes well
between composer and interpretive artist, or transposer, a kind of
lyric duet of two intelligences is achieved. In the one sonnet included from the 1912 Rosario de sonetos liricos, the translator
contributes a true variation on a theme, for'the words she chooses
are quite different than the Spanish; but the sense is the same and
the poetry is on the same level. In fact, the reader may experience
a kind of alternation in pleasure, with the advantage lying first on
one side of the page and then on the other. The Spanish "que a
quien quiere vivir vida es 10 que Ie sobra" is clearly better than
"for who would live, in him life now doth reign." But, which is
best: "pues vivir es obrar y 10 unico que quedailla obra es" as
against "to labor is to live, the only weall lis work"? And, isn't the
English perhaps better than the original in
En los surcos 10 vivo, en ti deja 10 inerte ...
de tus obras podrds un dia recojerte.

In the furrows life// ... rife//
with works, whose reaping is the self you sow.

On the year that a conferencia of his was met by murmurs of
reproach, and even the cry Viva La muerte (an idea most awesome
to Don Miguel) -lJnamuno took an apparently melancholy
leave of life.
Ate destiel-ro a La memoria,
a vivir del recuerdo.
Buscadme,si me os pierdo,
en eL yermo de La historia,
qu~es enfermedad La vida
l!O)'
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y muero viviendo enfermo.
Me voy, pues, me voy aL yermo
donde La muerte me oLvida.

I banish myself to memory.
I go to live in remembrance.
Look for me now, if you lose me
in the wilderness of history.
for this our life is an illness
and living ill I die.
Therefore I go to the wilderness.
I go where death may forget me.

/

(
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El verdugo a/able,· by Ram6n Sender. Santiago: Nascimento, 1952.
247 pp.
up-youth in Aragon; Ateneo and the Carcel
Modelo days in Madrid of the '20'S; the massacre of the Andalusian
peasants; the Goyesque vision of the "den cabezas"-Ram6n Sender
would appear to be searching for a meaning to the fantastic earlier
years which now seem best to respond only to the Calderonian leitmotiv of "La vida es suefio." Ramiro's story is the story of a contemporary Spaniard for whom life could have been wonderful had he been
able to deny himself any part of it. But for one of moral fortitude, indifferent to the primitive picaresque urge of material hunger-is this
the "halo" Ramiro is often conscious of?-the ineluctable temptation
to defy uniformity and "public order" could only entail a mad-dream
sequence of adventure. In retrospect, there can be no one answer, no
easy explanation, not for his own life only, but much less even for the
beauty and mystery of all life: "Lo que escada uno s6lo Dios 10 sabe."
The only possible answer lies in facing up squarely to the full challenge of life: "Los peores criminales.[son] los que no arriesgan nada."
But beyond this Ramiro does not accuse; he has come to accept that
even the incomprehensibly evil act of the moment may be an inevitable part of the natural order of things; and in the last analysis are we
not all guilty of transgression of a higher moral law?
Sender's highly readable narrative of his picaresque hero's search
for a key t9 spiritual peace and a vision of ultimate reality reads, also,
like an allegory of modern man's development I from the Self-denying
responses of rebellious youth to the gradual acceptance of established
order in later years of maturity and social responsibility. Ramiro, the
youth-and the "victim"-finally becomes the legal, automatic safeguard of that "law and order" that attempts to give direction to the
chaos that is life itself. At every turn the reader ·is invited to ponder
and to wonder, coming away, however, with faith and hope in man's
power to shape the morrow if only he would believe that in this incredible adventure we know as life anything and everything can and
probably will come to pass.
Here is poetic realism at its best. And here too we have'a well-construtted novel in which no one character, symbol, theme or thread is
IN T HIS SUM MIN G

• Tlrt! ADable Hangman

34 1
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ever lost from first to last. And finally, it is beautifully written. These
are qualities that too often are missing in much of contemporary Hispanic fiction. One can only wonder now where Sender's creative power
will next take us. The present novel would seem to signal the close of
a well-marked period in the evolution of his art and thought.
J

~

0 H N

E. ENG L E K IRK

The Final Hours, by Jose Suarez Carreno. Translated from the Span.
ish by Anthony Kerrigan. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1954. 273 pp.
$3.50 •
LA TEO NEE V E N I N G last November, Jose Suarez Carreno and I
were sitting in "Cafe Gij6n," the only "literary" cafe left in Madrid,
where writers, artists, and most critics congregate to drink manzanilla
or jerez, and to discuss literary and non-literary topics. In the crowded,
noisy cafe, filled with the thick haze of smoke from that "blonde" tobacco of which author Suarez speaks in The Final HOUTS, we talked
about books, writers, and the current writing trend in America. Senor
Suarez was greatly interested in the broader aspects of American life,
particularly those cultural values which are revealed by some of our
contemporary writers. As the conversation progressed along this vein,
he said: "To me it appears that the whole nature of a civilization is
m.ore completely revealed by its cultural patterns than by events or
persons, interesting though they may be. As a writer this interests me
more."
Perhaps this is the reason why in The Final Hours no mention is
made of political leaders in modern Spain, while considerable emphasis is placed upon the Spaniard's preoccupation with death and his
sense of realism. Eventually we did get around to the topic which was
being discussed everywhere, the recent treaty between Spain and the
United States. Suarez Carreno felt quite certain that it would have a
definite e~ect upo.n the cultural life of both countries and hoped that
somehow it would facilitate an exchange of persons interested in literature and writing. This was already being felt, he insisted, and added: "You know, I am a great admirer of ~aulkner. In this novel that is
being puhlished in the United States, I have been influenced by him
a good deal."
Anyone who reads this Nadal Prize winner will undoubtedly notice
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something very Faulknerian in the general tone and atmosphere created by the novel of Suarez Carreno. There is, for ~nstance, a. great
similarity between Angel Aguado, one of the principals in The Final
HOUTS, and Popeye in Sanctuary. Both are neurotic and impotent men
who try to satisfy their thwarted appetites in devious ways. Popeye,
being an American, resorts to strictly material dev1ces, while Angel
attempts to satisfy his warped desires through some sort of spiritual
satisfaction derived from the company of Cannen, a young girl turned
prostitute to help out the family budget. Towards the end of The
Final HOUTS, there is a strong insinuation that Manolo, the street boy,
is going to duplicate the scenes in Sanctuary between Red and Temple
Drake, but apparently the author changed his mind. The life which
revolves around both Popeye and Angel seems such a waste of time
even w.Q.en they are making an effort to live. They waste days, effort
and money with nothing but dissatisfaction and finally violent death
as a reward.
There are times when an over-emphasis of the inner struggles of
Angel and Carmen almost dissolves them into unreality, and the
reader wonders what has happened to them as they recede into a
world of confusing introspection. The effect is comparable to Faulk,ner's dream world. At a night dub, Carmen is dancing with Angel
and drifts away:
The music seeped in magically through Carmen's closed eyes, but a surprising moment arrived when the girl stopped hearing it, as sometimes happened
to her with the ticking of her watch in the night which-without. her being
able to explain it-the mere passing of time transformed into something that
seemed like silence, but was not. She was still in the arms of Angel Aguado
but she was not aware of it at the moment. Remembrance manifested itself to
her in many ways, one of them cunning and insidious, so almost nonexistent
yet powerful that it could dislodge reality at a given moment and take its
plac~.

It seems as though the author were trying to achieve a cinemascopic
effect, a sort of double-take with the mental vagari€s of Angel and
Carmen in the background set C\gainst the action in the foreground.
Suarez Carreno is not so deeply concerned with psychic abnormalities as is Faulkner, mainly because there is less of,this in a country as
profoundly realistic as Spain, where men and women feel less suppressed. But the survival of the primitive in Faulkner's peculiar scale
of values becomes apparent in The Final HOUTS with the survival of
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Manolo, whose primal instincts lead him throughout the book. Like
Dilsey and Luster in The Sound and the Fury, Manolo too "endures."
There is considerably more relief in The Final HOUTS than in most
of Faulkner's works; the tenseness is broken by Manolo, the street boy
or golfo who with his roguish realism brings the reader back from the
recesses of psychological maladjustment into which the novel sinks
every time that Angel appears on the scene. This down to earth, realistic character has aU the earmarks of the traditional Spanish rogue,
the picaro who has fined so many pages of literature with his adventures and salty conversation. The picaresque quality of The Final
H ours has escaped critics who may not understand this essential facet
of Spanish character, but in this case it constitutes the basic quality of
a n,ovel that begins as a psychological study of Angel but ends with
the focus on Manolo.
The background of the novel is the night-life of Madrid, and the
underworld composed of an assortment of highly individualized characters who frequent the shadows and come out into the light only
when driven by the necessity of earning a few pesetas. This variegated,
fatalistic world of the poor and the underprivileged is the home of
Manolo, the easy-going golfo who lives by his wits and even enjoys
himself at times in the midst of the misery and suffering to which he
has become inured.
The pen of Suarez Carreno never lashes at this underworld of Madrid; it simply describes it with amazing vigor and briJIiance. The
loves and hates, the emotional crises of petty thieves, street dancers.
ChUTTO peddlers, procurers and prostitutes. are a second plot to a narrative that is inevitably woven into the pattern of life of Angel and
Carmen. As the night progresses, for the action an takes place in one
night, these two plots converge, and Manolo who had looked at the
wealthy Madrilenos from a distance and who had admired Carmen
from afar, joins them in a cafe, and in the final hours of the nighttheir one and only night-rides with the couple in Angel Aguado's
car. The psychopathic Angel crashes his car into the mountainside
near Madrid killing Carmen and himself.'Manolo, dazea but unhurt,
is left to ponder his own problem, which in true picaro style narrows
down to the question of whether to take all of the thousand-peseta
'notes from the purse of the late Aguadl,l, or only two so that it ma-y
not seem like robbery:
All this money, no. It's then that they would suspect: That's what EI Bronca~
would do, because he's like an animal. EI Broncas would do it that way. And
he took two of the six thousand-peseta notes.
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A fine point which, a~is juncture of a tragic ;vening, only a good
rogue would think aboutl Manolo's acquaintances of only a few hours
are now dead, and by some quirk of fortune he comes out alive and
with considerable money within his grasp. With th~ notes in his
pocket he starts walking back to Madrid and meditates ,upon what has
just happened:
"
Death was always present in the world. But so was life, the life of millions of
men, his own as well. And as he thought of this, Manolo felt that his steps
were becoming stronger and more certain. 'I have to live,' something within
him said 'to be just what 1 am at this moment.' .

.

Being a Spaniard, the author cannot completely disengage himself
from the picaresque world even though he is attempting to write a
psychological novel, and in portraying the life of Madrid he perhaps
cannot escape the picaresque element which is so much a part of tlu~t
life. There are some who may see a pessimistic attitude in Suarez CaTreno. It is not pessimism, but rather realism heavily tinged with the
fatalism of Spanish psychology. Success, the success that in Americjl
means change, movement and optimism does not enter into The Final
H OUTS. All the characters are concerned with their being, with the essence of their nature, and are never concerned with success and change
as we understand it. Manolo is happy when he has a fuII stomach. He
never thinks of changing. He jUst is. When he gets his hands on Angel
Aguado's wallet he takes enough to live on for the present, but not
enough to change his course of life. Everything tends to remain static
in The Final HOUTS; it is part of the pattern of Spanish life which the
author has painted with such acute fidelity.
.
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SANTEROS OF TOME

w HEN English-speaking groups fust came into New Mexico. they
found the homes as well as the churches of the native peoples filled
with santos! To most of the newcomers the figures appeared crude.
gaudy. and somewhat barbarous. To the natives the images were imbued with the personalities of the saints they represented and hence
were intimate and precious possessions. It is true that many of the
bultos (carvings in the round) and retablos (paintings upon yesocovered boards) show more devotion than perfection of workmanship
-in spite of the belief that one who made an ugly santo would suffer
a period of purgatory in proportion to his bad artistry.
The santeros (with few exceptions) did not sign their work. Research has yielded the names of only a very few artists. Consequently.
the discovery of the identity of new santeros is almost as worthy an
occasion for fiesta as a saint's day itself!
ANTONIO SILVA
tell that in or about the year of our Lord 1800. a
church was built in Valencia, twenty mi~es south of Albuquerque on
the Camino Real. By frontier standards the community was prosperous. in spite of occasional raids by Apaches and Comanches. and b~
the freshets which swept down the Rio Grande with almost every
spring thaw. The one really threatening problem was a quarrel which
broke out among the people. and the patroness of the chapel, Nuestra
Senora de los Mercedes, appeared powerless to stop the bickering and
the fighting. Leaders in the strife were two brothers of good blood
Young ruffians, finding the somewhat-plonotonous life of a farmin~
village delightfully spiced by period-ic fr~(iases, fanned the Hamel
hopefully-and successfully. But the elderA of the community wen
aghast at this internecine warfare and i'; their most firm and sonorOUl
tones admonished: "Children, it is far better to live by the saints 01
our religion than by the brutality 01 the sword."
The words held power. III will began to subside and one day th4
people saw the elder of the two brothers 'making the dusty distana
from his home to that of his brother on his knees. The youngel
brother came out to meet him in the patio; they embraced and sol
THE V ILL A G ER S

I Santo. or saint. is the Spanish word given to sculptutes and paintings of holy pet
Slmages and christian events. and the artist who made' them is called a sant~ro_
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emnly pledged to build a church where the road passed through the
---"

center of the community. The image of the ineffectual patron saint
was relegated to a private chapel in the hills (where her identity was
changed to that of St. Anne) and the new church was dedicated to The
Most Precious Blood of Christ in atonement for the innocent blood
shed in th~ feud and for their own bad example to the community.
When the church was completed Antonio Silva, earliest and finest
of that area's several remembered sameros, brought out a large crucifix, the Sangre de Cristo,2 which the community had commissioned
for the new altar. There was feasting and dancing, the first of the modern Fiestas of Valencia. On the next day, July I, the priest offered
mass and the people responded with the song still used for this celebration:
Hay una Fuenta Carnes;
Q~ me Jesus abri6MUTiendo en La cruz par miDas Limpio quedo yo.

,
\

There is a scarlet fountain
Which my Jesus openedDying upon the cross for meSo that I might become dean.

In contrast to the majority of sameros, Silva had studied art in
Spain or Portugal. In 1790, directly after reaching his new home in
Adelino, a hamlet two miles south of Tome, he started work on two
figures for the Tome church to express thanksgiving for his safe journey. These two were the Virgin of the Immaculate Conception, later
known as Nana Virgin, and 'an eight foot crucifix holding a Cristo as
large as a slender young man.
The carving on this Cristo is delicate, realistic, and the proRortions
accurate. The forehead and cheek bones are high, the cheeks sunken,
and the face thin. The eyes are downcast, modeled as well as painted.
The nose is very slim, the mouth slightly open but with none of the
crudity seen in many. The sternum, ribs and collarbones are carefully
portrayed as those of a man whose weight hung on his arms, and the
abdomen shows careful musculature. The arms and the hollow of the
underarms are in good proportion, and the hands show the curve of
• In 1938 this crucifix was taken to the Church of Cristo Rey in Santa Fe by Archbishop Gerken who, in a long and flattering sennon, explained that he was "stealing" the fine piece and carrying it away as the conquest of his lifetime. This was a
unique compliment to one of the best of New Mexico's santeros, for from the time
of Bishop Lamy to the present, most of the churchmen have appreciated little of
the artistry in native late 18th and early 19th century religious folk art. Tl:e figure
in the south chapel of Cristo Rey today, where the Estrella figure is said to have
been hung, does not resemble Silva·sc.~nown work in style and makes it almost cer·
tain that his Sangre de Cristo must 'have been placed elsewhere.
• The word "do" is as sung.
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flesh between the finger joints. The kilt (usually covered with a laceedged length of white satin) is smooth except for the brisk drape at the
right side, and from below it extend the finely modeled legs with
strong calves and the wide feet of one accustomed to sandals rather
than to the confinement of modern shoes. In each knee'is a depressed
triangular wound and in the right breast a gash.
One could almost suppose that Silva had a model for his figure. And
for the back-no doubt he did, for it is the scarred and roughened
back of a Penitente, and on each side are cut the three slits of the
Brotherhood. In the past, on the Via Crucis, a song formerly was sung
in the Flamenco manner, now considered old-fashioned by the people
of the area:
On the road we saw Jesus, the Nazareno,
The Creator, the Savior of this world, walking sadly,
On his back he carried the weight of five thousand lashes-

In Constancia the old Flamenco hymn imploring grace through the
five m~jor wounds of the Christ still is sung, although in modern
Tome it is heard no longer.
Unfortunately the original painting of the Cristo has been covered
by later "retouching" in oil paint. The Silva crown of three cords
twisted together and painted green has been replaced by a silver
crown made in Isleta four or five years ago, though no one now knows
by whom or at whose commission. This crucifix is carried in the arms
of one of the men in the procession which makes the circuit of the
plaza on the evening of Holy Wednesday.
Nana Virgin-five feet tall-is even more important than the Silva
crucifix in the religious life of Tome. Her face is that of a young Spanish woman of high birth, although its original thin and soft coloring
has been obscured by the flat coat of enamel-like paint now covering
the surface. The lines of the face are more rounded than those of the
Cristo. The eyes are set in like those in the heads ordered from Europe
for the Tome bultos of Dolores and Soledad, but they have been reo
painted until it is impossible to see whether the eyeballs are of glass,
ordered from Mexico, or of ba.ked clay, perhaps made by an Indial1
potter. When tapped they sound more like clay.
The hair is a wig, gift of one girl and then of another through the:
years. The torso and original painted robe are seen nowadays only b)
the women who care for her wardrobe of silken dresses, the gifts 01
brides and local seamstresses. If one lifts a hem, soft colored flowen
and leaves painted in tempera may be seen as a six inch band finishin~
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flesh between the finger joints. The kilt (usually covered with a laceedged length of white satin) is smooth except for the brisk drape at the
right side, and from below it extend the finely modeled legs with
strong calves and the wide feet of one accustomed to sandals rather
than to the confinement of modern shoes. In each knee'is a depressed
triangular wound and in the right breast a gash.
One could almost suppose that Silva had a model for his figure. And
for the back-no doubt he did, for it is the scarred and roughened
back of a Penitente, and on each side are cut the three slits of the
Brotherhood. In the past, on the Via Crucis, a song formerly was sung
in the Flamenco manner, now considered old-fashioned by the people
of the area:
On the road we saw Jesus, the Nazareno,
The Creator, the Savior of this world, walking sadly,
On his back he carried the weight of five thousand lashes-

In Constancia the old Flamenco hymn imploring grace through the
five m~jor wounds of the Christ still is sung, although in modern
Tome it is heard no longer.
Unfortunately the original painting of the Cristo has been covered
by later "retouching" in oil paint. The Silva crown of three cords
twisted together and painted green has been replaced by a silver
crown made in Isleta four or five years ago, though no one now knows
by whom or at whose commission. This crucifix is carried in the arms
of one of the men in the procession which makes the circuit of the
plaza on the evening of Holy Wednesday.
Nana Virgin-five feet tall-is even more important than the Silva
crucifix in the religious life of Tome. Her face is that of a young Spanish woman of high birth, although its original thin and soft coloring
has been obscured by the flat coat of enamel-like paint now covering
the surface. The lines of the face are more rounded than those of the
Cristo. The eyes are set in like those in the heads ordered from Europe
for the Tome bultos of Dolores and Soledad, but they have been reo
painted until it is impossible to see whether the eyeballs are of glass,
ordered from Mexico, or of baked clay, perhaps made by an Indian
potter. When tapped they sound more like clay.
The hair is a wig, gift of one girl and then of another through the
years. The torso and original painted robe are seen nowadays only by
the women who care for her wardrobe of silken dresses, the gifts of
brides and local seamstresses. If one lifts a hem, soft colored flowers
and leaves painted in tempera may be seen as a six inch band finishing
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off the rough hewn torso, intended to be.covered with robes of cloth.
Nana Virgin fllready has traveled through the town of Tome in procession on some 600 occasions, counting the customary two per year
for her own saint's day (September eighth), Holy Week, and in the
past, on june second, the commemorative visit of the pregnant Virgin
to her kinswoman who was to become mother of John the Baptist.
After a few years in Adelino, Silva moved to Valencia, where he met
and married the sister of Bartolome Baqt, later to become governor
of New Mexico. Antonio Silva's descendants and most of the people
in the area claim him to have been a good painter, as well as a maker
of buItos, and point to his early classical training in art as background
for the series of oils, each measuring thr:ee by five feet, hanging hig].1 _
on the walls of the nave of the Tome church. Time has darkened
these somewhat and their distance from the floor prevents a full and
easy view. Still one pauses to spend some time before that at the east
end of the row-a figure of John the Baptist in which the well-cut
features show the artist's intention of emphasizing John's close relationship to the Christ. The other paintings depict St. Peter with his
Keys, St. Paul with his Sword, St. Matthew, St. Luke, St. John the
Evangelist, St. John the Baptist, and the Immaculate Conceptionthe latter being the only one recognized by the villagers as the copy
of a Spanish masterpiece. There are also paintings of three Doctors of
the early Church, who appear to be St. Augustin, St. Dominic, and St.
Benedict. Although in vitality Silva's bultos surpass these paintings,
the academic quality of the latter has led some to surmise that they
were shipped in as part of the furnishings given New Mexico churches
and were not made locally.
)
Silva may have received many orders for work to decorate chapels
and churches of the Rio Abajo. The difficulty of tracing and identifying is great. At least one small crucifix (in the c()lJection of the author) from Isleta appears to be of Silva's workmanship.
DON ATO ESTRELLA
in Tome, Donato Estrella, was popular 90th for
his jovial pcrsoltality and for his work. He c~me up from Mexico
(about 1908) where he had been a stone cutter'and some,thing of an
architect. Later, after the death of his wife, having no farn;iIy ties here
(his children had died in infancy), he returned to Mexico.
Father John Baptist RalJiere, parish priest of Tome for fifty-six
years, commissioned Estrella to paint a D;lI;no Rostro, the (ace of
A LA T ERA R TIS T
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Christ which appeared upon the napkin ·held by Veronica against
His face on the Via Crucis. The new painting was to replace one
grown fragile by age. The portrait, clearly and well executed upon a
piece of linen measuring twenty-three inches square and signed by
Estrella, is a copy of the head of Christ frequently seen in the illustrations of religious books. It still is used in the old miracle play pageant(La Pasion) of Good Friday.
Estrella wanted to contribute a figure to the growing number of
statues in the Tome church, but, lacking suitable stone and not being
versed in wood carving, he attempted experiments in cement. As a
compliment to Ralliere, his very good friend, his first figure in concrete was Joan of Arc. The local appellation, "The Heavy Lady," reflects not only the cumbersome weight of this image when an attempt
is made to carry it, but also her chunky proportions. Estrella's secondimage in concrete was that of Rallicre's name saint. John the Baptist,
in local ~radition, was a giant; certainly Estrella depicted him as a
very large man, holding in his left hand a Bible upon which rests a
small figure of the Lamb of God. In the right is a shepherd's staff in
the form of a cross. The image is considerably more successful than his
"Heavy Lady."
~In contrast to some of the other French priests brought into New
Mexico by Bishop Lamy, Father Ralliere never destroyed the nativemade santos. He did, however, order a few "factory-made" images
such as that of-San Ysidro Labrador (popular patron of farmers). The
figure differed from those usually made in New Mexico in being with·
out the plow and yoke of oxen characteristically mounted with the
saint upon a single board. The lack was remedied by a devout woman
of the parish, Dona Teresita Zamora Sedillo (Estrella's relative by
marriage), who fashioned two heavy-legged but cheerful-faced bueyos
from cement-and tied blue ribbons around their necks I
When Father Rallicre realized that his own years were few, he care·
fully returned to Mrs. Sedillo certain santos which years before she
had lent for church use. These she promptly moved to a shrine-room
in her home, one of the oldest in the village.
On the west wall of the room Donato Estrella painted-and signed
-a background scene based upon his favorite dr.s~iption of the Virgin: "She was the commandant of cherubs, angels, and archangels as
numerous as grains of wheat in the harvest"-words of an old hymn.
At the base, a long altar-like shelf was constructed, draped, decorated
with paper flowers, and filled with santos and the little cement animal
figures-sheep, oxen, burros-with which Dona Teresita occupied her
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spare hours. There were three old Santo N ino~, images of the infant
Jesus such as are placed in a crib at the altar during the Christmas
season. There was a small dark figure of Dolores, which family legend
states was carried from Tome to El Paso in the flight of the Spaniards
in 1680, and which was returned when the family came back to reo
claim their lands after De Vargas' re-conquest. The tiny saint was of
a size easily. permitting such transportation. There was also the taller
San Jose, a dashing figure with a patrician head carved in Mexico,
painted in fine colors, and never mentioned except as S,enor San Jose,
even in family documents. And in the center was the tall and stately
Reina de los Cielos, Queen of the Heavens.

THE QUEEN
is probably the oldest of all Tome's santos. No one
knows where she was carved nor by whom. In 1858 Dona Teresita's
father-in-law, Don Juan Jose Sedillo, while riding near the river, discovered her standing in a carrizal, a clump of native bamboo-like
reed. The hands and arms were missing, the head and face badly
weathered, cracked, and scarred. It is told that bows and arrows lay
at her feet.
It is possible that the figure could have been placed by the river as
a prayer for rain or a deterrent to floods. Its size and quality mark it as
coming from a church, or from the private chapel .of one who could
afford to import his needs from Mexico. Private ch~pels were not uncommon in the large Spanish ranch establishmentS of colonial New
Mexico, and the carrizal which hid the Virgin was only about a half
mile from the ranch occupied in the late 18th century by the Madarriagas. This ranch is known as the oldest in the area and probably
was that owned by Thome Dominguez y Mendoza in the second half
of the 17th century. The site, washed by recurrent river floods, is only
one-third of a mile from the base of Cerro Thome and six or seven
miles from Valencia. De Vargas placed the Thome Dominguez ranch
two leagues from Valencia.
Thome DomingNez was a prtJminent captain and politician, as well
as rancher, in the days before the Pueblo Rebe~libn. The period was
one of strife, Church against State, and Thome Dominguez sided with
the Church, even to the extent of bearing witness before the Inquisition that certain government officials had permitted masks and dances
to exist in Isleta Pueblo and hence were guilty of fostering idolatry.
THE QUE E N
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Such a man presumably would have had his private chapel, dedicated
to his patroness The Virgin of the Immaculate Conception, and its
equipment, like that of the other Pturches and chapels, would have
been hidden or abandoned in the terror-filled days after the Rebel-;
lion broke, before the flight southward began. Neither Thome Dominguez nor his family returned to their New Mexican lands.
At first thought it seems almost impossible that an exposure of approximately 175 years would not do more damage than young Mrs.
Sedillo could remedy even by cleaning the figure, attaching carved
hands, new arms of stuffed buckskin, filling all cracks with burned
lime mixed with egg white, and carefully repainting the surface. But
we know that beam ends, though not split and weathered, have lasted
since early in the Christian era in some Southwestern Indian ruins. If
identification of the original chapel from which this santo came is
correct, she must be considered a contemporary of the famous La Con·
quistadora of Santa Fe. The bows and arrows laid at the feet of the
Tome figure may have been offerings of Isleta Indians, who neveI
joined the Rebellion, accepted more Catholicism than most Pueblos,
acted as temporary hosts to the fleeing Spaniards, and-in part.....ac·
companied them to El Paso.
When the statue was found, Father Ralliere ordered that the figure
be brought into the church with due pomp and devotion. The villagers already were speaking of her as Nuestra Senora del Carrizal,
but the Padre decreed her to be the Queen of Heaven, no one know
ing which of the Virgins she originally had represented. (An image
of the Virgin of the Immaculate Conception shows no special attributes.) A wig of long black hair and a brass crown were made for her,
and robes were sewn. A fifteen inch section of the pedestal was sawed
off and wooden cupids nailed at the base.
Her shrine, which Dona Teresita tended throughout her lifetime
remained in the old house until 1953, when Mrs. Montano, a daugh
ter, moved the figures into a front room of her own home.
OTHER SANTEROS OF TOMt
south of Adelina is thr- shrine of FrancisC(
Padilla, still maintained by his wife. A slightly shorter than life-size
image of St. Francis of Assisi, holding a book, dominates the sma!:
adobe hall. He was patron of Mr. Padilla, at whose birth the shrine
was built by his father. The figure was locally constructed, althoug~
no one seems to remember the name of the santero. The torso and up
ASH 0 R T DIS TAN C E
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per legs consist of padded framework. The robe is a Franciscan habit
of canvas, painted brown. A smaller figure of St. Francis Xavierolder than the Assisi-also is present, but its history is unknown.
The Jesus Nazareno of the Tome church is of about the same size
as this large San Francisco, and some suggest that both may have come
from the shop of one santero working in Adelino in the late 1800'S,
although others think they have heard that the Nazareno was the
work of a woman. The carefully modeled hands of San Francis, which
even show the raised veins, lead one to wonder whether Silva himself may not have been the sculptor; they are very like those of the
Christ and also of Juan Nepomuceno.
This Jesus Nazareno, who stands throughout the year in a little
"jail" of stakes to represent Christ after his betrayal by Judas, became
the center of discussion in October, 1918, when someone noticed that ~
his robe-periodically washed and ironed by the ladies responsible for
the wardrobes of these santos-bore perspiration marks beneath the
arms. As this was a portentous sign, no one was surprised when the
Armistice halting World War I was announced on November 11. Not
until 1945 was a recurrence of the perspiration stains announced, and
the lady first to call the attention of her wondering neighbors to the
phenomenon quickly surmised that the precipitous ending of World
\Var II was being foreshadowed. Two weeks later newspapers and ra·
dios blazed with news that the war was over. The robe of the santo
was left unwashed until the returned veterans could view the evidence
of this miracle. The garb was clean and fresh to smell, but the stain
was unquestiQUJ!ble.
The old San- Juan Nepomuceno, made by Silva or by a disciple
about 1795, came to the Tome chapel from a family in Adelino which
annually had carried him down to the river on June 24 as San Juan
Bautista. In Tome he was carried in the annual Easter processions as
San Juan Evangelista. When the truth of these accidental aliases was
discovered, :a young veteran, Edwin .l}aca, deeply imbued with the desire to keep alive in his community the historic ceremonialism of his
ancestors, set himself the task of carving a proper Evangelist. (In 1946
he and Fred Landavozo, a student at the University of New Mexico,
had fashioned a Mary Magdalene for the Easter Procession.) The new
San Juan, blessed by a visiting cleric from South America, made his
first tour of the plaza in the Holy Week processions of 1953.
Tome has become modern in late years, but has not yet lost the
treasure of its linkage with the past.
FLORENCE
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A GUIDE TO THE LITERATUR'E
OF THE SOUTHWEST,
L

T

H I S 818 L lOG RAP H y attempts to list, with such thoroughness as time and resources permit, current materials dealing
with the Southwest. The Southwest, as here defined, includes all of
New Mexico, Arizona and Texas, and parts of Utah, Oklahoma, Colorado and California. d
In order to conserve space, items from periodicals that are indexed
in the Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature, the Education Index,
the Industrial Arts Index and the Agricultural Index have been
eliminated.
Included in this issue are mainly those titles which were published
or came to our attention between March 1 and May 3 1, 1954.
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for the dating of some late archaeologi·
cal sites in the Rio Grande area, New
Mexico. Tucson: University of Arizona,
1953, $1.00.
TARRANT, FRED J. A Texan's Antic·dotes.
San Antonio: Naylor Company, 1954,
$2.50 •
TEVIS, CAPT. JAM£.'! H. Arilona in the
50's, illustrated by Horace T. Pierce,
foreword by Russell C. Ewing. Albu'
querque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1954, $4.00 .
WALLACE, WILLIAM SWILLING. Antoine
Robidoux, 1794-1860. Los Angeles:
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fornia Travels Series, 14)
WELLMAN, PAUL I. The Indian wars of
the West. Garden City: Doubleday,
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PERIODICAL ARTICLES
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EULER, ROBERT C. "An unusual masonry
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HOOTON, E. A. "Comments on the Pilt·
down affair:' American Anthropologist,
56: 287-28g, April 1954.
JONES, J. A. "A reinterpretation of the
Ute-Southern Paiute classification," Anthropological Quarterly, 2': 55-58,
April 1954.
LANGE, CHARLES H. "Comparative notes
on southwestern Indian medical practices," Texas Journal of Science, 6: 62'I, March 1954.
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American Antiquity, 19: 594-596, April
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"Reports of archaeological fieldwork in
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Southwestern Lore, 19: 1-15, March
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city different." Commentary, 17: 456460, May 1954.
SEGUNDO, THOMAS A. "From the tribe
of the Papago Indians." Boletin Indigenista, 14: 2'-5°, March 1954.
STUBBS, STANLEY A. "Summary repon
on an early pueblo site in the Tesuque
Valley, New Mexi~." EI Palacio, 61:
45-45, Feb. 1954.
TAYLOR, WALTER W. "An early slabhouse near Kayenta, Arizona:' Plateau,
26: log-125, April 1954.
TRF.CiANZA, ADAM E. "Fort RO!lll. a study
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California Archaeological SUflIey. Reports,2!J: 1-25, Jan. 15, 1954·
TREGANZA, ADAM E. "Salvage archaeology in Nimbus and Redbank reservoir
areas, central California." University of
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WENDORF, / FRF.D. "A reconstruction of
northern Rio Grande prehistory:'
American Anthropologist, 56: 200-227.
April 1954.
WFSLEY. CLARENCE. "From the Apache
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WHrnNG, ALFRED F. "The Tumacacori
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WlLUBRAND. W. A. "Oklahoma Indians
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Southwest Review, 59: 44-51. Winter
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Ariwna Quarterly, 10: 5-16, Spring
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Shon story with selling in Acoma.
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March 1954.
.
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61: 70-7!J. March 1954.
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lore, I lJ: 101-106. April 1954.
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41, Spring 1954.
KENNEDY, MARY JEAN. "The gold cap 0
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'15: gB-IOO, April 1954.
KWlATr, JOSEPIt J. "John Sloan, al
American anist as social critic, 1900
1917." Arizona Quarterly, 10: 54-64
Spring 1954.
McCoy, EsmER. "The pepper tree.'
Californib Quarterly, 5: 5-lJO, Autuml
195!J. Shon story of Japanese American
during World War II.
"Mission San Xavier del Bac." Pholn
graphs by Ansel Adams, text by Nan<
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POPE, HAROLD CLAY. "The lighlCr side
of Texas place naming." Western Folk·
lort!, 13: 125-129, April 1954.
RussELL, CHARLES. "Indian arts in tomorrow's America." The American in·
dian, 7: 29-36, Spring 1954.
SAMPLEY, ARTHUR M. "Bright Angel
Point in moonlight." Southwest Revit!w,
39: II!J. Spring 1954·
SLOTE, BEIl.NICE. "Hopi jar." Southwest
Review, 39: 137, Spring 1954·
TUTlIILL, BARBARA. "Hatfield, the rain·
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April 1954.
.
WIUON, EDDIE W. "The gourd in
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April 1954.
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- FLORENCE HAWLEY ELLIS is Professor
of Anthropology at the University of
New Mexico. Her article "Passion
Play in New Mexico" (NMQ, Summer 1952), like the present one,
concerned itself with aspects of the
religious history and practices of
Tome.
I

,

JOHN E. ENGLEKIRK, Chairman of the
Department of Spanish and Portu·
guese at Tulane, has long been prom·
inent in Hispano-American letters,
both as administrator and writ'er. He
is at present working on two monographs: Las traducciones hispdnicas
de la poesla de Walt Whitman, and
A Critique and Bibliography of the
Hispanic Translations of Longfel.
low.
PAUL HORGAN'S "Collective Memory"
is a chapter from vol. I of his latest
work, GREAT RIVER: The Rio
Grande in North American History,
to be published October 1954 in two
volumes by Rinehart & Co. Mr. Hor·
gan lives in Roswell, N.M.
"THOSY KERRIGAN writes that he
was "Conceived in Panama, Canal
Zone; born Winchester, ·Mass. 1918;
at 9 mos. of age rem'o.ved to Wes" Indies for next. 14 yrs. Schooling in
Calif. and Fla. Univ. of Fla. faculty
(briefly).... Lived and worked in
France and Spain (films and translations). Presently own an art Jfclllery
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in Chicago." His book of poeII,ls, Lear
in the Tropic of Paris, was published
by Tobella, Barcelona (1951). Among
his recent translations are Suarez·
Carreno's The Final Hours (Knopf,
1954; see Books and Comment) and
Pedro Menendez, Captain General
of the West (University of Florida
,Press, 1954). Mr. Kerrigan is co-trans·
lator of The Hojohi, a Japanese classic to be published in England b1
Faber and Faber.
EsrnER McCoy has published fietior
in New Yorher, Harper'S Bazaar
California Quarterly.... She is 01
the editorial advisory board of Art
0- Architecture, and has written ex
tensively on Mexican architecture.

GENEVIEVE PORTE,RFIELO here pN
sents the last of her Guides to th
Literature of the Southwest, whid
she has been doing for NMQ sinc
Spring 1950. This difficult. demanc
ing, and ill'paid task has nonethelel
earned her (and us) the thanks c
many librarians. researchers, an
even general readers. No successc
has yet been located. Job available.
LESLIE SPIF.R is Professor of Anthrl
pology at the University of Ne'
Mexico, as well as editor of tli
Southwestern Journal of Anthropol,
gy, the University of New Mexic
Publications in Anthropology, arl
the General Series in Anthropolog
Long a ma~or figure in the field, Pr
fessor Spier's list of something OVI
125 publications reflects his contrib
tions to the fields of ethnolog
archaeology, physical anthropolog
and general theory.
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Wjnter 1954-55 NMQ will feature

Agronp of first acceptances
in the short story

Articles
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Art Feature
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